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Partners’ Panorama
the last issue of Pontifact Mr. Hawkey,
in his Partners’ Panorama, announced
that he and Oliver Measor would be
retiring during 1972. As you all know both
retired on April 5th. Only a few members of the
staff will be able to look back to the early days
when E.O.M., R.W.H. and myself formed the
present firm so it may be of interest to say a few
words about this period.
E.O.M. had been in the Army in India during
the war and joined Scott & Wilson in 1946,
becoming a Partner in 1950 shortly after W. I..
Scott had died of a heart attack. Three years
later Guthlac Wilson and his wife Mary were
both tragically killed in an air accident near
Dar-es-Salaam.
Oliver Measor and myself then found our
selves the sole surviving partners. There was
more than enough work both at home and
abroad to keep the firm busy for many years,
alid our problem was to find a suitable partner.
Over a period of about a year we met a number
of possible candidates but John Henry, who had
previously worked with Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick,
eventually provided the solution by introducing
us to Mr. Hawkey and from this meeting the
present firm evolved.
The period since 1954 when the amalgamation
took place has been one of expansion and
achievement. The growth has been the end
product of a number of factors, not the least
being teamwork and the degree of unanimity
which developed during this period.
Mr. Measor’s main sphere of activity was in
structural engineering and one has only to look
at the skyline of London to see examples of his
work, the Festival Hall, the Shell Centre,
Commercial Union, New Zealand House to
mention only a few, and outside London, the
B.E.A. Maintenance Bases at London Airport,
Dungeness ‘B’ Atomic Power Station and the
Hong Kong tunnel are amongst the jobs which
come most readily to mind.
His main love was for bridging, born during
the pre-war years when he worked for Rendel
Palmer & Tritton on the Twickenham Bridge
and later on the imposing long span Howrah
Bridge in Calcutta. It was natural, therefore, that

he should take over the bridging practice from
W. L. Scott and the bridging which formed an
appreciable part of both our rural and urban
motorway work
Mr. Measor has always been interested in new
techniques and the original B.E.A. Maintenance
Base was one of the first examples of prestressed
concrete work in this country. Computing was
also introduced with his blessing at an early date
and we are still wondering whether this has
simplified or complicated our lives. He also took
a keen interest in the overseas practices visiting
Nyasaland and Hong Kong on many occasions.
In the early 1950’s air travel was not as safe or
reliable as it is today and I have an interesting
colour slide of Honor and Oliver Measor
boarding a Comet I plane at Livingstone Airport
with the letters YP clearly visible on the tail.
This was the ill-fated Comet Yoke Peter which
disintegrated over Elba a few weeks later.
In addition to strictly engineering activities he
took the lead in directing the administrative and
financial sides of the London Practice, he served
with distinction on the Council of the Association
of Consulting Engineers and many of the
Committees of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
We also remember his stylish performances as
a batsman in the firm’s annual cricket matches
and his enthusiasm for golf which resulted in the
establishment of the annual Measor Mashie
Competition.
Mr. Hawkey’s activities were to a great extent
complimentary to E.O.M.’s. He had joined Sir
Cyril Kirkpatrick & Partners in 1935 becoming a
partner in 1944. During the war he had taken a
very active part in the Group of Consultants
responsible for the Mulbery Harbour operation.
For the benefit of some of the younger generation
who may not remember the 1939—45 war
should explain that Mulbery Harbour was the
mobile port which was towed to Normandy on
D Day and formed the beach head for the Allied
Invasion of Europe. His main activities were
marine work, water supply, sewerage and heavy
foundations. Shortly after the amalgamation
of our two firms he found himself actively
engaged on the foundations and substructure of
the Shell Building. Outside London he was
active on marine and drainage works in North
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Wales, East Anglia and Kent and abroad he
undertook the Walker’s Ferry Scheme, an
unusual water supply project for Blantyre,
Nyasaland (now Malawi), involving pumping
water from the Shire River some 25 miles to
Blantyre against a head of 2,500 feet. Other
overseas jobs included the new capital of British
Honduras and the marine and contractural
aspects of works in Hong Kong, including
Kwai Chung Reclamation Scheme (which origin
ally went by the picturesque name of Gin
Drinkers Bay), the Plover Cove Dam and Kai
Tak Airport.
He brought from his long association with Sir
Cyril Kirkpatrick a wealth of knowledge and
experience on the contractural and administra
tive aspects of engineering. He took a great
interest in the Association of Consulting
Engineers, being Chairman during the 50th
Anniversary Year. He also served on the Council
of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
However, the majority of the staff have come
to know R.W.H. through his interest in sport.
He is President of our sports club. We all enjoy
the Annual Presidents Cricket Match whether
we are players or spectators. He also started the
tennis, squash and darts sections which are well
supported by the staff.
We shall all miss Mr. Measor and Mr. Hawkey
as Partners but look forward to receiving their
help and advice in their new role as Consultants.
Loking to the future, we are most happy to
welcome F. W. Spencer and A. S. McDermott as
Partners. Mr. McDermott joined the firm in 1952
after graduating from Cambridge. Mr. Spencer
joined us in 1956 after many years service in the
Colonial Service in Malaya. We are very pleased
to have them as Partners and look forward to
working with them. Overseas, our activities in
Africa have increased and since the last edition
of Pontifact Ron Hedges has been made a
partner in Kenya and Stanley Greenland a
partner in Nigeria.
In the last few months there has been a very
marked upswing in the work load. I understand
that the Orchard Square Development in
Singapore with its 700 foot tower block has now
to be proceeded with. This combined with a
number of large structural jobs in London and
the 200 feet office block in Lagos are likely to
keep the structural side busy for the foreseeable
future.
The Motorway Section is becoming increas
ingly busy. In the last six months we have been
asked to design two new important lengths of
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Motorway in the South Humberside area and a
few days ago we were approached by the Depart
ment of the Environment to undertake a
Feasibility Study of a new route from Bristol to
Southampton. Both are rapidly developing areas
and with the motorway link to the industrial
area of South Wales via the Severn Bridge this is
likely to become one of the most important
regional routes in this country.
In 1970 we were given the Concrete Society’s
Award for the New Military College at Sandhurst
and the BSC-BCSA Special Award for Commer
cial Union. Now we have been honoured by the
Civic Trust by receiving a Civic Trust Award for
the Lancaster-Penrith Motorway. This is the
first time that a Civic Trust Award has been made
for a length of Motorway.
Major engineering works are often taken for
granted and seldom receive appropriate recogni
tion from the general public, but Lancaster
Penrith appears to be the exception. In the June,
1972 edition of the Readers Digest an article
appeared on British Motorways and the follow
ing extract will be of interest to those who have
not read it:
“This concern for the environment means that
Britain’s newest motorways are widely re
garded as the best designed in the world.
The highest praise usually goes to the M6 in
Westmorland, where the carriageways are
widely separated by fields of grazing sheep.
Landscape architect Sylvia Crowe says it is
‘second to none’—a compliment, since that
part of the M6, along with the M62 over the
Pennines, was the toughest to build”.
I recently had the pleasure of showing the
Lancaster-Penrith film to a group including six
M.P.s from the All Party Roads Group of the
House of Commons and members of the Peak
Park Planning Board. A report was made of
this meeting which included the following:
“The film showed the enormous care with
which a considerable staff, equipped with the
necessary office space, instruments and com
puters, had aided the architects and engineers
to plan a road, which passes through part of
the Lake District National Park as well as the
Lune Gorge; which has beaten Shap, the
toughest, bleakest height between London
and Glasgow; and which, at the same time,
has ensured that all who drive on it and look
upon it are satisfied it is indeed something of
which to be proud. As Mr. John Peyton said,
when opening it on 23rd October, 1970;
the grandeur of the landscape has been
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joined by the skill of man and the power
Passing between
which he has harnessed
the Lakes and the Yorkshire dales, it has for a
background some of the loveliest scenery which
England has to offer. An immense and not
unsuccessful effort has been made to fuse
the road into the landscape and to provide
not only the benefits of quick and safe travel
but something to entrance the eye and stir
the heart as well’.”
1 think, therefore, that all those who have been
connected with this project can feel justly proud
of their achievement.
Some years ago Hans Grube, a young German
Consulting Engineer, approached us through the
International Road Federation in Geneva.
During the last few years, we have worked
with him on a number of projects including the
Munich Airport Study and two months ago the
firm of Grube Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick GmbI-1
.

.

.

KG was formed with its offices at Starnberg,
20 miles outside Munich. We are now working
on the design of Mombasa Airport, the second
largest airport in Kenya, capable of accommodat
ing the largest aircraft flying non stop to and
from Northern Europe.
Looking at the situation generally I feel more
optimistic about the future than 1 have felt at
any time during the last ten years, and our
difficulties are ncv primarily concerned with the
collection of additional staff to undertake the
work which has been entrusted to us.
I have to conclude this panorama on a sad
note concerning the loss of our secretary, Bob
Moodie. Tribute is paid to him elsewhere in
this edition of Pontifact, but I am sure that all of
us would wish me to express our deep sorrow
and to send our very sincere sympathy to Mrs.
Moodie and her two daughters.
H.G.

Robert Moodie
Since the last edition of Pontifact the death of
Robert Moodie on 12th June, at the compara
tively early age of 60, has come as a great shock
to everyone connected with the Firm.
Bob Moodie joined the Infantry Battalion of
the Honorable Artillery Company, a Unit
which he always held in affection, in 1933.
Since he was under training as a Civil Engineer
he decided in 1939, in view of the threat of war,
to be commissioned in the London District
Royal Engineers, Territorial Army. He saw
service during the war in numerous capacities in
the Royal Engineers, of which the following is a
brief outline. He was promoted to Temporary
Major in November 1941; S.O. II (Ops) to Chief
Engineer 12 Corps, July 1942 to February 1943;
Commanded 553 Field Company R.E., February
1943 to July 1943; Instructor 140 O.C.T.O.,
July 1943 to January 1944; S.O.R.E. HQ Second
Army, January 1944 to June 1945, including
service in the Normandy Campaign; Promoted
temporary Lieut-Col., November 1945. He was
mentioned in Despatches, March 1945, and
awarded the M.B.E. June 1945. He held the
Territorial Decoration.
After the war, in 1946, he joined British
European Airways and was appointed Property
Manager. It was while he was serving in this
capacity that his long association with this Firm

commenced, when we were appointed by B.E.A.
for the construction of Phase I of the Mainten
ance Base at London Airport in 1951.
By 1958 the increase in the size of the Firm
made it imperative to appoint a Secretary to be
in charge of administration and personnel.
Bob Moodie’s wide experience of men and affairs
and his personal qualities marked him out as an
ideal man to fill this need and the Firm was
indeed fortunate when, with the consent of
B.E.A., he accepted this appointment which he
has filled ever since, until his untimely death.
He is remembered with respect and feelings of
warm regard by all people in those firms with
which he had dealings on behalf of the Firm.
There must be few members of staff who have
been with us during this period of great develop
ment who will not be aware of the many con
tributions which he made to the life and well
being of the Firm. He was at all times a good
friend to all who had problems to discuss. He
joined in the initiation of many of our social and
sporting activities and, in particular, together
with Roy Wood, he was the moving spirit in the
creation of Pontiflict, which is, and I hope will
remain, a worthy memorial to his flair for
recognizing those things which would benefit the
morale of the Firm.
E. 0. MEASOR
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M6 Motorway
wins a Civic Trust Award
he M6 Motorway:Lancaster Bypass to
Penrith Bypass has received a 1971 Civic
Trust Award. Although motorway bridges
have received awards previously, this is the first
occasion that a complete motorway scheme has
won such recognition from the Civic Trust since
the Trust was founded 15 years ago.
1971 was the year for County Council Areas in
the three-year cycle of Ciic Trust Awards, for
which schemes in County Boroughs and Greater
London are entered in other years. M6 Motor
way :Lancaster Bypass to Penrith Bypass, having
been officially opened on 23 October 1970,
qualified for the 1971 Civic Trust Awards and
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners made the
appropriate entry with the co-operation of
Westmorland County Council.
On 20 April 1972, the Civic Trust issued its
report which included the announcement of an
award for the M6 Motorway in Westmorland in
Group C: landscaping projects, engineering
works, and other schemes or improvements
which make an outstanding contribution to the
surrounding scene. The other groups of entries
are:
Group A: new buildings, restorations and major
alterations, in areas of architectural interest or
natural beauty, which pay particular respect to
the character of their surroundings; and
Group B: new buildings in other areas which make
an outstanding contribution to the surrounding
scene.
The General Report has a section entitled
Structures and Landscape which begins:
Now that the motorways programme is in full
swing there are signs that we are learning to
create modern communication links as visually
stimulating as those created by the railway
engineers over a century ago. We have certainly
come a long way since those first clumsy efforts
on the Ml. True, we are now building in areas

!

like the Lake District and the Pennines but
often the response has been excellent. As a
highway fitted to the terrain, the M6 takes
some beating and the section between Penrith
and Lancaster is outstanding
and later on there is a half page photograph of
the stepped carriageways at the southern approach
to the Lune Gorge bearing the caption:
On the congested island that is Britain,
engineering works of ever greater scale and
complexity have somehow to be accommo
dated in the landscape without totally destroy
ing its character. Gradually we are learning to
fit the motorway to the terrain and to break
the parallelism of six-lane highways by stepping
or separating the carriageways
The Assessors’ Report on the M6 Motorway
in Westmorland, after acknowledging the Owner,
Designers and Contractors, reads as follows:
It would be easier to produce a sensitive design
for a major road through fine countryside if the
label ‘Motorway could be avoided. The
statutory requirements for a road labelled thus,
with its vast width and paraphernalia of pull-off
strips, crash barriers, etc., make the task
virtually impossible. It is arguable that in
Westmorland well-separated, contour-fitted
carriageways of two lanes, with pull-offs on to
reinforced grass, would have made a satis
factory compromise between the demands of
traffic and the environment, as on many roads
carrying this volume of traffic.
Within the terms of reference, however, the
designers of the M6 through Westrnorland have
gone a long way towards achieving the im
possible. The road is designed to follow the
contours of the ground as closely as its vast
width will allow. Use has also been made of
contour separation, and in the Tebay-Shap
section—possibly the best section of the road—
the carriageways are separated to such an
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extent that agriculture can continue between.
The bridges are simple in design and constructed
in one material, concrete, which fits reasonably
well into the stone country. Landscaping is very
restrained to avoid the intrusion of a foreign’
element which would emphasize the road, and
it is hoped that surrounding vegetation will
spread on to verges. Signs and clutter are kept
to a minimum on the road, although unfortun
ately the same cannot be said for some of the
approaches to interchanges (such as that from
Kirkby Lousdale, where the clutter of signs is
deplorable).

The report on the Civic Trust Awards 1971
concludes:
These awards are intended to stimulate interest
in the appearance of our cities, towns, villages
and countryside; to create a greater awareness
of the problems of environmental design in all
its aspects, including architecture, planning,
civic and landscape design: and to draw atten
tion to the best contributions now being made
in these fields.
This statement reflects certain aspects of the
philosophy adopted by Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick
& Partners in the design of the M6 Motorway
through Westrnorland.
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confirm what was by then almost certain and
realised as I looked back at the bridge that this
was probably the view seen through a bomb
sight in 1944/45. This was the bridge over Mae
Nam Khwae Yai.
Kanchanaburi is a sleepy little town some two
and a half hours drive out of Bangkok. It has
only two streets which cross in the middle of the
town where there is a set of traffic lights to
control the not very heavy traffic flows. Most of
the buildings fronting the streets are noodle
shops but there is a modern tourist hotel on the
edge of town, on Road 323 heading northwards
towards Burma. Beyond the town limits on the
left of the road is a pleasant enclosed space rather
like the municipal parks of European towns,
where on the Sunday when I visited it, there were
groups of the local citizens walking about the
wide grass paths between beds of flowers and
flowering shrubs, couples sitting talking beneath
tall shade trees and chiLdren at their games on
open lawns.
The flower beds though are unusual in that
they are long and very narrow, and set at regular
intervals between the flowers with bronze
plaques on concrete plinths bearing the name,

Bridge over the River Kwai

rank, number and badge of the P.O.W. casualties
from the Siam Burma railway.
A narrow but well paved road from the centre
of town passes the rear fence of the cemetery
and after following this for about a mile enters a
clearing around which a number of timber
buildings have been erected for purveyors of
food, drinks and souvenirs to separate the
tourist from his money. There is a length of
railway track on which are displayed two of the
railway “engires”—one a woodburning loco.
and the other a lorry fitted with road and rail
wheels—used on the original railway construc
tion. At the far edge of the clearing is a level
crossing, and looking left, there is the ‘Bridge
over the River Kwai’.
Two timber viaducts were built at this site, of
timber carefully selected by the Prisoners of War
to rot quickly. The remains of one of these
trestles can still be seen across the bed of the
river downstream of the present bridge. The
third viaduct built had steel spans on stone piers
and was cut by R.A.F. bombing, not as so
graphically described, by intruder demolition
teams.
S.L.H.

a

we left Bangkok and circled round
to take up a north westerly course
the plane rose through a blanket of
raincloud and with nothing to see out of the
window, I buried my nose in a book. Some five
minutes later, however, as [ was turning a page,
there was a change in the light so 1 looked out
again to find the cloud breaking and my interest
in the passing scene restored. I could see the

outliers of a range of hills and a road and a
railway both running in the direction the plane
was following. Then there was a small town and
beyond it the railway line formed a loop before
turning to cross a partly dried up river, with just
downstream of the bridge the remains of an old
structure and the overgrown traces of approach
embankments. At that I looked quickly back to
the town fast disappearing behind the plane, to

The whole of the building had become a hive of
activity since M’s unexpected return from lunch
Chief of Staff and the Heads of Sections had been
called to his office and then sent scurrying to their
telephones to call Stations and Agents around
the world. 001, recalled from leave, had exuded
Gallic charm to no avail but been similarly
employed.
All afternoon, evening, and late into the night
the enquiry continued without success and as the
dawn lightened the eastern sky, Chief of Staff
returned to M’s office to confess failure. ‘But why
sir are you convinced that something will
happen?’ M, tired and drawn glared up from
under shaggy eyebrows and replied. ‘Somewhere
soon there will be some form of riot, war or
civil commotion, Scott Wilson have just got some
more overseas jobs.’
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Vintage Mechanic
by It/Iorris I—Iopk’ins

Landscape wit/i Mac/lines: An Autobiography by L. T. C. Rolt (Longman 1971, 23
Opp. £3.25)

Rolt is probably best known for
his three volumes of biography
of the great engineers: Telford,
Brunel and the Stephensons, father and son. The
professional critics spared no superlatives in
reviewing these books. 1, too, found them
readable, enjoyable, inspiring and immensely
clear, although, to me, the biography of the
first-named was not quite as interesting as the
others because of its lesser contribution to the
history of railways, a subject which has always
fascinated me.
However, my first contact with the author was
when I read “Narrow Boat”, published in 1944,
the first of almost 30 books from the same
writer. The occasion for my reading this book
was twelve years after its publication when I had
a fortnight’s holiday on the canals in a narrow
boat—or rather the sawn-off 40 ft. stern section
of one which had originally been the standard
70 ft. length and then converted so that the
former stern became the bows. A party of seven
of us set off from Stone on the Trent & Mersey
Canal at a spanking 3 mph, southwards through
Staffordshire and then northwards to Cheshire
before joining the Shropshire Union Canal. By
the time we reached the Welsh Branch and were
heading for the Pont Cysyilte aqueduct across
the border, our speed was down to 1 mph, the
waterway having reduced to about 18 inches in
the middle of the cut. Nevertheless we made the
terminus at Llangollen in seven days, just in time
to turn round and head for home.
“Landscape with Machines” ends when, at the
age of 29, the newly-married Rolt embarks on his
life afloat in Cressy, a converted full-length
narrow boat, which provided the material for his
first book. The year was 1939 and war was

imminent. Rolt had no academic inclinations as a
boy and only at this stage of his career did he
begin to realise his latent literary talent. I eagerly
await the publication of the next volume of his
autobiography.
Rolt spent his early life in the Welsh Border
country in congenial surroundings. The only
interruption to his enjoyment of youth was the
short spell spent away from home at Cheltenham
College, which he hated. His formal education
having ended early, Rolt started his apprentice
ship as a mechanical engineer at a small works in
the Vale of Evesham where steam-powered
agricultural machinery was built. Not until the
age of eighteen, when he entered a locomotive
works at Stoke-on-Trent, did Rolt experience a
totally industrial environment. Despite the grime
and smoke he was fascinated by the Potteries and
the work on which he was engaged there. The
underlying theme of this autobiography is the
author’s attempt to reconcile his two loves of the
English country-side and mechanical engineering,
to reconcile within himself the landscape with
machines which threatened more and more to
destroy that landscape.
Throughout the 1930s, with the decline of
steam, Rolt became progressively more involved
with the motor car and for some years was joint
proprietor of a garage which provided the head
quarters for the Vintage Sports Car Club, of
which Rolt was one of the founders and from the
members of which he derived most of his garage
business. Despite the new development in his
career, by this time, in Rolt’s opinion, the rot had
set in as far as British motor cars were concerned:
“The introduction of these American methods
(of motor manufacture) to England from 1930
onwards brought about a rapid revolution on
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the English roads. Hitherto Englishmen had
taken for granted that a closed car was some
thing expensive and heavy to be used as a
‘town carriage’ and that for long-distance
motoring in the country one used an open
touring car. My father and mother, for
example, thought nothing of setting out to
drive from Gloucestershire to Chester in mid
winter in the open Belsize or the Alvis and it
would never occur to them to erect the hood
unless it was actually snowing or raining.
By 1934 it had already become clear that the
previous decade was the golden age of motor
ing in England”.
And so to the collapse of the garage venture,
the start of life on the canals (coinciding with the
realisation that writing was a possible way to
make a living) and the end of the period des
cribed in Rolt’s first volume of autobiography.
What a fascinating story. Could anyone who is
thirty years old today have got so much out of

life in such a short time? I doubt it. Circum
stances have changed: the sixties were undoubt
edly more comfortable than the thirties, but, for
the likes of Rolt, the advent of mass production,
rural pollution, TV saturation and all the other
symptoms of modern society has drastically
reduced the opportunity for skill in labour and
adventure in leisure. It is a sad situation, too, for

those who enjoy autobiographies. The time is
approaching when Rolt’s generation will be no

longer with us and the life stories of the next
generation may not be able to capture our
interest in quite the same way. Will Antonia
Fraser, brilliant writer though she has proved
with “Mary Queen of Scots”, be able to match
Diana Cooper’s sparkle, or political whizz-kid
Peter Walker to compete with R. A. Butler’s
sagacity? Who are going to follow in the steps of
Graham Greene, Leonard Woolf, Osbert
Lancaster, V. S. Pritchett, Enid Bagnold, Chips
Channon and L. T. C. Rolt when it comes to the
business of writing their own stories?

W. M. Hopkins welcomes the use of his
“christian” name but has suffered increasingly
of late from its mis-spelling. As a reminder to
his colleagues, the correct spelling is as in the
surname of the British motorman (later Lord
Nuffield) and not as in the first name of the
French horseman (Chevalier).

Trewi thit
Pedn Moran
St. Mawes
Truro
Cornwall.
The Editor
Pontifact.
Dear Sir,
May I take
that my wife and I are
Cornwall and we hope
visiting this remote
opportunity of coming

up some of your valuable space to say
now reasonably settled in our home in
that any members of the firm who are
and beautiful peninsula will take the
to see us.
Pat & Reggie Hawkey.
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has lived from the day lie was wed at No. 17
Scragg Street, £2.
Deep dowmi, where Lil is concerned, it’s really
a case of There aint a lady living in the land that
I’d swop for inc dear ol’ Dutch”. But lie’s never
told her. Likewise, Lil’s never breathed a word
to him. It’s that kind of relationship.
LII is thoroughly inured to her ol’ nian
funny little ways. She knows all Ins frills and
fancies
the iiildly enthusiastic starts and
equally sudden stops of innumerable schemes
Ins constant striving for that recognition which
somehow at the eleventh hour nianages to elude
him. It is always a case of “next time i’ll do it,
it will all come right—you’ll see”.
Lil
She did see, but he never did. In fact he could
always be relied upon to snatch defeat from
certain victory. In a way, he’s a born loser who
has a life-long affinity with Robert Bruce’s spider.
So, with the personality of Mr. Bert Badger
partially potted, let us, in the manner of serialised
stories now read on—or better still, let’s peep
“

.

.

.

.

.

.

into...

The Room with a View?

a

Bert settled his well filled trousers deep in an
armchair and sighed. It was a sigh of content
ment. Good reason for why. It was Saturday
afternoon. The asphalt re-surfacing of Trundle
Street leading up to the New Tower Flats was
finished. No more work ‘til Monday—lovely.
•Arry ‘ad wanted him to go up the ‘Orient’
but Bert didn’t fancy all that crush up at Brisbane
Road. Besides, the last time he’d been and they’d
scored a goal, h&d got a belt round the ear with
a roll of “Delsey Soft”.
But here, in his own kitchen, it was peace
a
peace tinged with that kind of suppressed
excitement which precedes anticipation. Cos
why? Cos he done it at last. All his hard work
and a couple of good win doubles had done it.
sandwiched in between the
and there it was
horse-hair sofa and Lii’s wicker washing basket
his brand new 21” colour tellee.
Bert let his eyes wander over the teak finish
of the cabinet and briefly nodded approval at the
chromium control knobs. “You beaut”, he
whispered, “an’ you’re all mine
all free
‘undred an’ fifty quid of yer—leastways, you
will be in abart annuvver firtysix instalments—
near as makes no odds”.
Even the regular squeak of the mangle from the
scullery where Lii was dehydrating the folded
sheets, mangling them as stiff as blockboard,
.

.

Introducing Bert

1
i
ster Bert Badger, Esq., is a
Cockney. It isn’t so much that lie
n’as born withki the sound of
Bow Bells but actually in one.
He has worked for ‘The Borough’ nigh on
thim-ty-five years—man and boy that is. I-fe’s a
roadmnan. Sometimes lie digs holes in the road
and some tinies he fills thiemmi in. I-Ic mi’orks hard

and yet those ca/loused hands can be as

gentle as

a surgeon ‘s.

I-Ic has the bluff f,’iendliness of his kind, a
rough and ready humour mt’luch, flavoured wit/i a
hint of brusqueness, cloaks a heart of gold.
A bit of a mixture is Bert. Sonietinies lie’s as
sharp as a pin, at others he’s as thick as a plank.
With Lii, his wife and constant companion, lie

.

.

...

.

.

failed to jar the ecstatic thoughts of Bert for his
new ‘tellee’.
But something did. He’d just cocked his head
to look at the clock as it lay on its side on the tall
mantelpiece when the stern face of his motherin-law fixed him with a gimlet stare from her
metal framed portrait. “Oh gawd!
oo put
‘Racquel Welch’ up there”, he snarled. Bert’s
rough affection extended only as far as Lu—not
to the rest of her family.
The picture glared down and Bert glared back.
“You frosty faced ole ...““BERT!” The voice
of Lii cut the air like a whip. 1-fe had the brief
satisfaction of concluding before answering his
spouse with a delicate “Allo”.
“Wot’s the clock say?”
“Tick Tock.”
“Doan be so damn’ daft
m trying to
finish me mangling afore the programme starts.
fetch us the old wicker basket, will you?”
Funny thing, Bert was halfway to the scullery
with the photograph before he realised it. Quickly
he popped back, placed it face downwards on
the mantelpiece and got the basket.
1-fe was glad he was slick enough to settle his
fancy in the armchair again before he’d got
invited to turn the mangle handle.
Bert stretched contentedly and wriggled his
toes in his slippers before the mesmeric attraction
of the teak newcomer standing in the corner
again claimed his undivided attention. He smiled
at it, gave it the thumbs up sign and clicked his
teeth for good measure. His enraptured gaze
was not diverted as his hand reached down for
the bottle at the side of his chair.
The stopper was unscrewed, the swig taken and
the tidal wave of stout surged past his uvula and
disappeared with the speed of a dropped plumb
bob.
With a little stifled burp he wiped his lips with
the back of his hand. Just annuvver couple of
‘ours, that’s all.. a ‘undred an’ twenty minutes
to count down and then it would be ‘All systems
go’ and he would hold his breath, momentarily
trap his tongue between his teeth, give that
chromium knob a gentle turn
click
and
watch the illuminating spectrum unfold
smashing. Maybe, he mused, it would be that
there Dick Emery (makes me larf ee do)
p’raps it will be those long-legged birds of ‘The
Black an’ White Minstrels’. Bert didn’t mind
which cos they’d be in colour.
Possibly it was all the tensioned build up of
excitement which has ‘taken the stuffing out of
him’ but gradually Mr. Badger’s eyes closed and
...
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has lived from the day lie was wed at No. 17
Scragg Street, £2.
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stories now read on—or better still, let’s peep
“
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The Room with a View?

a
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in that shag-tobacco atmosphere, with the
Ingersoll tick from the mantelpiece, he slept.
Of course, he didn’t see LiFs plump hand
appear round the door or hear the quick ‘phizz’
of the aerosol spray, he was far too busy in the
middle of Epping Forest playing hide and seek
with a couple of tasty dollies from the ‘Young
Generation’—in colour.
well
it was the loud bang which woke him.
that and Lil’s strident yell “Bert, open the street
door, I’m in the” “ALRIGHT!” shouted Bert
as he stamped up the passage. It was Ada and the
kids. “We’ve come to see it”, she shrilled. Then
they swept past like the Severn bore.
By the time Bert returned to the kitchen, Ada
was in his chair and the kids were on the table,
at least, all except her youngest, who was steadily
bashing the tellee screen with an ice buy.
In two strides Bert yanked the kid straight off
the deck and swung it in a neat arc right into
Ada’s lap—jolly an’ all. At the same time he
caught his shirt cuff in the palm of his hand and
slowly forearmed the smear on the screen. Before
he could say anything there came a loud “Bang!
Bang! !“ on the street door. “Open up Bert, me
don’t ‘ang abart!” Bert groaned.
ol’ mate
“Its Chalky and that ‘Know-all Nobby’—this is
all I need” thought Bert as he unwillingly eased
back the door lock. The pair of them whipped in
as if they’d just fallen Out with the Mafia.
“Got it going yet, mateyT’—”You aven’t?
oh, you got one
we’ll soon put that right
soon tune that in for yer.”
of those ‘av yer.
Bert’s throat constricted. He wanted to yell
“Don’t touch it or I’ll stick one on yer!” The
words wouldn’t come but his brain whirled! For
days and days he savoured the magic moment of
he’d rehearsed it in his mind
switching on
over and over again.
But it wasn’t to be. For the next hour he was
friends of their
doorman. Friends came
friends he never knew he had
friends came
came. They streamed past him and crowded into
his kitchen like rush hour on the Victoria Line.
Shoulder to shoulder they formed an impenetrable
barrier.
Bert tried to force his way in, and got the
elbow. The second time he got two. Undaunted
he slipped a bit sharpish through the scullery
and out the back. i-fe flattened his nose against
the kitchen window, his oblique glance straining
for a glimpse of the screen. All he saw was the
flickering change of colour reflected on the faces
of the viewers. Nobody even looked at him.
the stairs
Then the thought struck him
.
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he could see from there! He whizzed back in,
nearly fell arm over tip as he rucked up the mats
in the passage. From the stairs he peered into
the kitchen. All he saw were the backs of heads
silhouetted against a glow. He hitched himself
across the banister rail and craned his neck for
one little glimpse. It was no good. The door
frame cut his vision and the rail cut at his
midriff like a Samurai sword giving him the
bellyache so he turned it in and squatted dejected
ly on the stairs.
As he listened to the “Oohs!” and “Ahhs!”
and laughter coming from the kitchen he tried to
console himself with the thought that p’raps
the T.V. would put on a funny show another
year. Still, at least ol’ Lil was in there enjoying it
wish T was in there with her
gawd luv ‘er.
What am I saying? Wish I was in there
it’s mv tellee
I should be in there
skimped an saved
worked ‘ard fer it 1 did
fer it I did. cut down on me beer an’ baccy an’
that
As Bert babbled on his belligerence grew and
with jutting jaw he purposefully arrived at the
kitchen door. I-fe got the elbow. He elbowed
he’d
back hard. Twice. He felt the wall give
made a breach! Before it could close he was
down on his hands and knees, frantically tunnel
ling through the forest of legs as if he was
getting away from Stalag II. They trod on his
he didn’t
fingers, he got kneed in the back
care. Head down he burrowed on towards the
ever brightening glow in the corner. His brain
rn
‘It’s mine
was thudding the thoughts
ye got the right’. As he
going ter see it
clawed onwards he felt the sweat break out on
him, his breathing wheezed into little whimper
me little all in all”. He
me tellee
ing sobs
broke cover. He was there! The moment had
arrived. Tingling with excitement he slowly
raised his head. From barely six inches away
the brilliance sent him cross-eyed. He pulled his
head back to correct his vision and for one
fleeting second he glimpsed a shapely fish-net
leg doing a high kick. Then the screen flickered,
flared to a luminosity as bright as a photoflash
bulb and sharply faded into blackness.
Mid the chorus of “Oh, it’s gorn” Bert felt
his heart pause and only dimly heard ‘Know-all
these sets are
Nobby’ shout “That’s it then
switch on, runs fer an ‘our
all the same
Everybody
yer toob blows
wot ‘appens?.
aht, an’ up the Bakers Arms”.
The hurried tramp of departing feet up the
passage, ended with slamming of the front door.
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In the kitchen Bert was still on all fours gazing with baffled incredulity at the blackened
screen,
He sensed rather than felt the consoling hand
of Lii touch his shoulder. He swallowed his

.

.

.

Adams Apple which seemed more like a Victoria
plum and as two large tears slid slowly down
his cheeks, he raised an accusing finger at the
tellee, shook his head in disbelief and choked
Well cor bli.”

Grube—Scott—the new Europeans
“A

conipan, comprising

Scott Wi/soil Kirkpatrick and Partners, tile British

civil and structural consulting engineers, and tile West German consultants,
Dip/-bIg. Hans J. Grube, of Starnberg, has been formed to seek oppor
tunities /r consultancv in Western Eio’ope and else where, in tile cases of
projects to be financed b’ tile West German Government.
It has been registered in West Germany as Gruhe & Scott Wi/son
Kirkpatrick Gnibll und Co KG but ivil he known by the abbreviated title
Gruhe -Scott.”
CONSTRUCTION NEWS, Jan.
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20, 1972.
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/ans Grube graduated in 1960 at the
University of Braunschweig (Bruns
wick), in Civil Engineering, specializing
in water engineering. During his university course
he spent one year at the Technical University at
Delft in the Netherlands.
After graduation he worked for Contractors
and Consulting Engineers on a variety of projects
including the Grande Dixence hydroelectric
power dam and the Leman motorway near
Lausanne in Switzerland, the Barcelona-La
Junquera motorway in Spain and a number of
projects, mainly structural, in Germany.
In 1964 he set up in private practice, at first in
a single room, with a part time tracer as the only
subsidiary staff. The first office was in Feldafing,
7 kilometres South of Starnberg and since then
there have been two moves. The present buro in
Starnberg comprises two separate offices with
accommodation for about 20 staff in all; this
number will be nearly doubled this Summer with
tile completion of a new office block nearby in
which a complete floor has been rented.

From its founding ingenieurburo Grube has
specialized in bridge design. Since 1964 it has been
concerned with some 140 bridges in Bavaria,
including, variously, preliminary design to tender
stage, for the highway authorities and detailed
design, carried out for the Contractors, this divi
sion of work being normal practice in Germany.

Grube-Scott—Main Office in Starnberg (1st floor)
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including the Grande Dixence hydroelectric
power dam and the Leman motorway near
Lausanne in Switzerland, the Barcelona-La
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In 1964 he set up in private practice, at first in
a single room, with a part time tracer as the only
subsidiary staff. The first office was in Feldafing,
7 kilometres South of Starnberg and since then
there have been two moves. The present buro in
Starnberg comprises two separate offices with
accommodation for about 20 staff in all; this
number will be nearly doubled this Summer with
tile completion of a new office block nearby in
which a complete floor has been rented.

From its founding ingenieurburo Grube has
specialized in bridge design. Since 1964 it has been
concerned with some 140 bridges in Bavaria,
including, variously, preliminary design to tender
stage, for the highway authorities and detailed
design, carried out for the Contractors, this divi
sion of work being normal practice in Germany.
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These have included a number of major viaducts
in prestressed concrete, composite construction
and, unusually for Germany, reinforced concrete.
Much work has been carried out on bridge
widening under uninterrupted traffic conditions
for the autobahn redevelopment programme.
Since 1969 the firm has completed a research
project, on behalf of the Federal Ministry of
Transport, into the standardization of autobahn
overbridges.
Since 1968 Herr Grube has been active on the
diversification of the firm’s activities into struc
tural design for buildings, highway design and
aviation consultancy. Through mutual contacts
at the International Road Federation the possi
bility of co-operation with SWKP was first
discussed in 1967, although opportunities for
joint projects did not materialize until 1969. In
that year a long term study of regional aviation
in Southern Germany was commenced; originally
undertaken as a private venture, the knowledge
and contacts gained from this study led to
invitations to participate, jointly with SWKP, in
the first planning phase for the new Munich
airport, and to the Mombasa airport study and
design assignments. To handle this specialized
field of work Studiengruppe Luftahrt was set up
as a specialist aviation consultancy.
Its recent projects have included the planning
and design of a local landing field at FCissen in
Southern Bavaria, route planning and economic
studies for a possible regional air service and
advice on airfield planning procedures to a
number of local authorities.
Grube-Scott was first established on an ad-hoc
basis in 1970 to promote joint work in Central
Africa. Since then co-operation and discussion
between the two firms have been continuous with
the formal establishment of the joint firm, into
which lngenieurburo Grube is totally absorbed,
being completed for the beginning of 1972.
The Managing Partner is Hans J. Grube, who
holds in Germany overall control of the firm, and
the other Partners are Henry Grace, F. M.
Bowen, C. G. Sang, J. K. M. Henry, G. M. J.

Diversifying the Business?

Williams, F. W. Spencer and J. J. Gandy. The
final deDision to form Grube-Scott rested not
only on the successful co-operation already
achieved at Munich and Mombasa but also to a
great extent on the realisation of two other factors
Firstly, SWKP were able to offer certain ex
perience not readily available in Germany within
Herr Grube’s own firm or any other with which
he might have chosen to collaborate: for example,
airport engineering, transportation planning and
operations of various types in the developing
countries. Secondly, clients would prefer to deal
with a single organisation capable of providing
a total consultant service and, furthermore,
because the majority of clients were expected to
be German or the beneficiaries of German aid,
this organisation must be German.
Following a relatively quiet year in 1971, due
to the German economic recession, 1972 has
started with a burst of new activity. Projects at
present being handled include a 380 metre viaduct
and 3 retaining walls for the town of Plettenberg
and 6 standardized bridges on the Steinheim
bypass, both in the State of North-Rhine West
phalia, and advice to the architect on structural
questions for the University of Dar-es-Salaam,
and a housing project in Mwanza, Tanzania.
The FUssen and Mombasa airport projects are
both near the tender stage and there is hope that,
when the Munich Airport Authority overcomes its
legal battles with the local communities, the firm’s
participation in this major airport will continue.
Looking to the future of Grube-Scott in the
Common Market, it is intended that the bulk of
work will be handled in the offices at Starnberg,
near Munich; however, the German partnership
may pass work over to the British partnership if
there is obvious advantage in doing so. In the
course of time, arrangements between the partner
ships will become more flexible and greater inter
change of staff, as required by the work in hand,
will follow. Meanwhile the important need is for
Grube-Scott to obtain more work, both inside
and outside Europe, so that the success of the
enterprise may be proved.

Kirkpatrick Patterns,
5 Winsley Street,
off Oxford Street,
LONDON W.l.
For the attention of Mrs. Ellis.
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‘If it moves salute it
if it doesn’t paint it’
—

a.

by John Franklin

7
h
e correct old sergeant major maxims
“If it moves salute it, if it doesn’t white
wash it” and “Don’t move till I tell you
to” are appropriate guide lines for a hobby of
mine.
I belong to the British Model Soldier Society,
being an enthusiast and collector, and have a roll
call of about 1,800. The exact number changes
from week to week and month to month as

figures currently being painted are added to the
count, as well as figures acquired in various ways
from sales (auctions), society meetings and
enthusiast shops.
To explain a little further the appropriateness
of the maxims, I both paint bought castings and
arrange parades which always have their generals
saluting their troops, whilst the collector is the
only instigator of his models moving, be it out

French producer, Mignot’s Napoleonic French infantry of the line.
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onto parade or during parade. My bent in
collecting is for troops representing countries
throughout the world from about 1870 onwards,
with a bias towards the Colonies and Europe.
My enthusiasm was fired over 20 years ago
when commercially produced toys were becom
ing available after the war arid I was given a box
of Britains Model Soldiers for Christmas—a box
of 12, “British Army in Battledress Firing in 3
Positions.” These were produced by probably
the most famous of British Model Soldier
Manufacturers—Messrs. Britains, a very appro
priately named firm. With a few exceptions I have
been collecting this firm’s products ever since,
the exceptions being models by Mignot, Fylde
and by private manufacturers. (The band in the
photograph of the Kings African Rifles is by a
private maim facturer, the French Napoleonic
troops illustrated are by Mignot).
The crux of a lot of present day collecting is the
metal figure, and hollow metal at that, as dis
tinct from plastic (mainly), wood, papier mache
or any other material you care to mention.

SUMMER,
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other reasons.] The models Britains produced
during their first one or two decades were
appropriate to the life of the times at that period,
when the country was brought up on the ideas of
an invincible Empire and “Send a gunboat”.
New sets of figures were produced to com
memorate the numerous conflicts which ensued.
The diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria provided
a reason for producing sets from all the Empire
Countries. The Boer war was marked with sets
of Boer Infantry and Dr. Jameson amongst

(Hollow metal figures are produced by pouring
the molten alloy of lead, tin and zinc, into the
mould and straight out again leaving a thin
film forming the accoutrements, noses, buttons
etc.)
Messrs. Britains have been the backbone of
the British Model Soldier Industry. They com
menced production in 1893 following the “lead”
of German toy manufacturers who had been
working in this field for 20 or 30 years already.
Various other British manufacturers have been
producing Model Soldiers over the last 70
years, namely Johilco, Fylde, Crescent, Timpo,
but none with the finesse, range or standard of
Messrs. Britains. Britains were very successful
until the 1960s, hand painting all their models
and mounting them for sale in attractive red
boxes.
The history of Messrs. Britains and their
productions during the last 70 or 80 years reads
very much like the military history of the world.
[Production was terminated in 1967 of metal
hand painted models because of economic and

others. The Russo-Japanese conflict, the Spanish
American War, the Balkan Turmoils all instig
ated the production of the appropriate sets
from Messrs. Britains; in fact the firm is a study
and hobby in itself. In modern times Suez was
commemorated with Egyptian and United
Nations troops.
My collection has had a chequered history, the

4.

draw of Messrs. Britains products being the
motivating force; the thought of collecting
armies of the world from Ghurkas to Cossacks,
from italian Bersaglieri and Carabinieri to the
French Foreign Legion and Swiss Papal Guards
to the Black Watch proving irresistible, but the
unavailability of models in one’s own home town
at certain times and the feeling that one should
have got over such things in the teens meant no
increase in roilcall in certain years!
Now with the mainstay Britain’s not available
commercially any more one has to seize op
portunities as and when they present themselves
for adding wanted sets to the collection. A fair
proportion of modern-day collectors are Britains
orientated and Britains figures have taken upon
themselves a rarity value; where sets 15 years
ago cost 7s. 6d. for 8 figures in a box, individual
figures can cost up to twice or even five times
that amount, when you can find them. Many
enthusiasts collect models produced in all eras
of Messrs. Britains production and one of the
auction firms in Mayfair finds sufficient demand
to support 2 or 3 sales a year of figures from all
the eras—including those produced in 1967.
The viewing is like a trip to a museum, or a
national collection—models being offered for
sale of whose existence one had never dreamt.

Kings African Rifles: Britains Pre-war, Britains Post-war and private manufacture.

It’s always worth half a day’s leave to view and
attend the auction and to enter a few bids, and
at the same time revalue one’s own collection.
Peter Cushing sent in the majority of his collec
tion 2 or 3 years ago and on that occasion one
or two of my bids were successful and I obtained
a few figures off my wants list, Capetown Highlanders, Italian Carabinieri and Polish Infantry,
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the latter being quite a rare set which was
produced for only a short time immediately at
the beginning of the 2nd World War.
Having started collecting during the later part

of Messrs. Britains comprehensive production
the gaps in my collection abound; notable
absentees are Prussian Hussars, Austro Hungar
ian infantry of the Line, Mcntenegran Infantry,
Italian Cavalry (all of which conjure up splendid

scenes in one’s imagination). These sets are
from the l9lfJ production era commemorating
the conflicts at that time.
The advent of Khaki had little effect on the
uniforms in which model soldiers were produced:
even up to 1967 the Guards regiment were
always produced in traditional Buckingham
Palace dress, and the Highland Regiments
always appeared in red with kilts, bearskins and
white gaiters for sales appeal.
Different collectors pursue different aspects of
the field: quite a sizeable number of enthusiasts
choose the Napoleonic era which had a multitude
of splendidly uniformed regiments which of
course appeared in battle in those colours.
Messrs. Britains did not produce models from
this time, except for British infantry and Highlanders, but left the field open naturally to
French manufacturers such as Mignot and to
British manufacturers who specialised in indi
vidual figures.
I have about 40 Mignot figures (see the French
Napoleonic Infantry in the photograph) which
are still produced and available today in France
—a box of 12 will cost about £6.
The back 16 of the Kings African Rifles shown
are by Britains and to illustrate the price of
various models at different times, the back 8 of
the KAR were originally purchased for l/6d. in

about 1932 (bought in a sale 2 years ago for
£2.l0.0), the front 8 Kings African Rifles bought
commercially in about 1954 cost 7/6d and the
band acquired recently at a sale produced as a
one-off has a value in excess of £5.
Today one may purchase individual figures,
incredibly detailed, from specialist commercial
manufacturers at prices up to 25 gns for cavalry
figures and up to 10 gns for infantry figures. A
great many collectors animate and paint their
own, however, and the majority of time spent on
my hobby is with converting and painting. It is
still possible to purchase unpainted Britains
figures for about 5/— each (from people who
bought out Britains unpainted stock) and having
researched into the uniforms of a particular
figure, it is not very hard to produce figures in
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converted from a standing Guardsman shown
on the right by removing the head and replacing
with a l/6d. (8p) Indian head. The moveable
“stand at attention” arm has also been removed
and replaced with a sword arm. The figure on the
right is in fact a standard unpainted Britains
model (which all have moveable arms) of a
Guardsman. This also shows the relative size of
the standard size model soldier, a man being
2-h” high.
For the enthusiasts there is the British Model
Soldier Society which serves to keep fellow

collectors in contact and provide monthly
meetings where models are displayed in competi
tions, heads bought (!), reference works pur
chased and old models swapped. There are
also annual competitions where members from
the whole of England enter models of their own
animation and painting, a fine spectacle of
people’s patience and research.
Finally, if ypu have any old Britains Soldiers
in which you think I might be interested, please
drop me a line.

Job Numbers
Britains Standard size

Allocated by the London Partnership

figures:- Unpainted
Guards at attentioH and
conversion to Indian
State dismounted
cavalrymen.

quality similar to those produced by Britains in
their commercial production days. At the
moment in a task which will probably last a year
I am producing 3 sets of action figures, charging,
marching and firing, for the 5 major Scottish
Regiments—Black Watch, the Argyle and
Sutherland Highlanders, the Seaforth Highlanders, the Gordon Highlanders and the
Queens Own Cameron Highlanders.
The main difference in all these Scottish

Regiments is the Kilt Tartans and cuff and
collar colours. A couple of years ago I painted
the 5 main guards regiments and here the only
difference is the button groupings and the busby
shackles. In the future I hope to tackle various
figures from the Indian Army and the Indian
States, but before painting the figures must look
something like the final figure in shape. The
figure on the left is on the way to being a dis
mounted Mysore Indian State Cavalryman,

71167
71168
71169
71174
71177
71178
71181
71184
71186
71187
72006
72007
72008
72009
72010
72012
72014
72015
72017
72018
72019
72022
72025
72026
72030
72031
72032
72034
72037
72038
72039
72040
72042

Commercial Union Building—Window Wall
Commercial Union—Alterations to fifth floor
Commercial Union—Repair to floor slab
Lindsey Traffic Data
C.U. Building—Alterations to 5th floor south
South Scunthorpe Bypass
Hull Regional College of Art—Completion Phase
Stafford—North Walls (Clinic) Car Park
St. Nicholas Cole Abbey—Office Building
Opencast Building Sites
Waring & Gillow—Redevelopment
Peter House—Manchester—Selnec Work No. I
Cyril Parry Ltd.—Advice on Reservoir formwork Scheme
Keswick U.D.C.—Greenholme Construction Co. Ltd.—Arbitration
B.E.A. Engineering Base—Additional Cranes in Hangar Bays 6—10
British Industrial Exhibition Hong Kong—6th—l5th Nov. 1972
M23/25 Motorways—Checking Design of Bridges
Tamar Bridge Traffic Data
Kota Kinabalu Airport Final Design (Phase 11) Proposal for Consultancy Services
Coutts Bank, Strand
Leasco—Computing—Production
C.U. Building—Alterations to 22nd and 23rd floors
B. E.A. Douglas House—Lift Alterations

Malawi—Road Feasibility Study
Chelsea Hospital for Women—Operating Theatre Reconstruction
Brighton Technical College—Retaining Walls
Birmingham West Orbital Study
l.C.l. Fibres—Gloucester—Survey of Levels in Existing Factory
R.N.O.H. Bolsover Street Phase 4
Bradley & Foster Wall
Office Development
Ramsgate Car Park
Aworth Land Surveys—Offset Litho Printing
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West London Hospital—Replacement of Lift
Whitehall Traffic and Highways Study—Riverside Tunnels
Owen Owen Coventry—Completion of South West Tower
London Electricity Board Offices—Eccleston Street
Stirling-Astaldi—Advice on Contractual Matters
Brunei International Airport—Aircraft Maintenance Area
CU. Building—Alterations to 6th floor north
C.U. Building—Alterations to 6th floor south
East Melbourne—Checking Tank Foundation Designs
Web Analysis—Computing
Kai Tak Airport—ILS Equipment
Royal Festival Hall—Sound Control Console Room
Royal Festival Hall—Covered Ways Tnvestigation
Royal Festival Hall—Flower Boxes Loading Investigation
New Medical School Building at Fulham
Islington Link Road—Preliminary Design
Monico Site Development
Artillery Mansions
Owen Owen Coventry—Water Penetration
B.E.A. Alterations to West Block Annexe Roof—London Heathrow
Grand Buildings—Trafalgar Square
New Hospital at Fulham—Research & Radiotherapy Workshop

Newsletters

BloomSbury Square
Old Helical Ballad
Syd Cook, Syd Cook, lend me your Corsair,
(All along, down along, out along lee),
For I want for to go—to Bloomsbury Square,
Wi’ John Bunting, Ken Sutcliffe, Peter Noakes, David Lee,
Tony Finigan, Harry Pape, Old Uncle John Diamond
and all—Old Uncle John Diamond and all.
And when shall I see again my Corsair?
(All along, down along, out along lee),
By Friday soon or Saturday noon.
Wi’ John Bunting, Ken Sutcliffe, etc.
Then Friday passed and Saturday come
(All along, down along’ out along lee),
But they hadn’t come up from the depths of the drum,
Wi’ John Bunting, Ken Sutcliffe, etc.
So Syd Cook he went up to the top of the ramp.
(All along, down along, out along lee),
And he see’d his Corsair as flat as a stamp,
Wi’ John Bunting, Ken Sutcliffe, etc.
But this isn’t the end as Objectors might think,
(All along, down along, out along lee),
For they finished the job and went for a drink,
Wi’ John Bunting, Ken Sutcliffe, etc.
Written by Dennis Clough, Partner of Sidney Clough, Son & Partners, Architects.
With apologies to Wideco,nbe Fair
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The Bangkok office opened in January and this photo
graph was taken in March.
Back ron’ (L to R): Sunit (driver), Ekarin (office boy),

e

Kassem (driver), Anan (driver), Karuna (secretary),
Kunakorn (draughtsman), Uriwan (typist), Vie Peralta
(engineer), Nibha (accountant), Chris Wright (ex
London), Terry Ottway (ex London), Jumnong
(draughtsman).
Front row: Steve Hobden, Zach Matthews (both
returned to London), Barry Paget, Peter Erridge.

Brunei
Many staff changes have taken place since our
last bulletin from Brunei. We have said goodbye
to Cherry and Tim Conway and family, Helen
•and Peter Wilson and Frank and Lorraine
Nelson. Soon Roger Gratwick and Maggie,
Terry Kilbride, Yeung Wood Kow and Chow
Tai Poon will also be finishing their tours of duty
and leaving Brunei.
Vic Lawley, who joined us direct from Lagos
earlier this year has recently returned from leave
with his wife, Pat. We were also very glad to
have Paul Christopher posted to us from Hong
Kong last August to take over supervision of the
structural work on the Terminal Building
complex.

Rose and Mike Earwaker have departed for
London on their leave, shortly to be followed by
Peggy and John Eddison. When John returns in
January he will be taking over from Gordon
Wilson, who leaves us then to start a leisurely
journey back to England, visiting many countries
on the way and accompanied by his wife, Peggy.
However, before that time we look forward to
seeing Andy Wilson once more and meeting
Graham, Susan and Hazel Lawley who will be
here for their Christmas holidays.
The roads at Temburong are almost finished
and the little SWKP colony at Bangar will be
closing down shortly when the remaining staff
move to town for the final wind-down. There will
be much regret felt by those in Bandar Sen
Begawan who were able to make the occasional
journey up river to Bangar and there enjoy the
ready hospitality offered to visitors by Elsie and
‘Mac’ Mackinlay. Latterly, in addition they have
been able to take advantage of a drive through the
jungle on smooth, and, as yet, lightly trafficked
roads where formerly were only leech-infested
tracks.
Following a recent decision by Government the
road project at Tutong has been abandoned for
the time being, which is disappointing. However,
the new Airport begins to look exciting as long
lengths of the runway near completion and the
Terminal Buildings and Control Tower take
shape. It is hoped that the first planes will be
landing before the end of 1972 and that the whole
project will be completed not long afterwards.
In October, Mr. Elliott paid us another wel
come visit from Hong Kong and at the same time
Mr. Buzuk of Murray Ward and Partners
(Architects for the Terminal Buildings) visited
Brunei again.
We extend our best wishes to Peggy Tan, of the
Bandar Sen Begawan office, and her husband,
Patrick. The young couple were married in
November and many of the staff attended the
reception. We also congratulate Mahendra
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West London Hospital—Replacement of Lift
Whitehall Traffic and Highways Study—Riverside Tunnels
Owen Owen Coventry—Completion of South West Tower
London Electricity Board Offices—Eccleston Street
Stirling-Astaldi—Advice on Contractual Matters
Brunei International Airport—Aircraft Maintenance Area
CU. Building—Alterations to 6th floor north
C.U. Building—Alterations to 6th floor south
East Melbourne—Checking Tank Foundation Designs
Web Analysis—Computing
Kai Tak Airport—ILS Equipment
Royal Festival Hall—Sound Control Console Room
Royal Festival Hall—Covered Ways Tnvestigation
Royal Festival Hall—Flower Boxes Loading Investigation
New Medical School Building at Fulham
Islington Link Road—Preliminary Design
Monico Site Development
Artillery Mansions
Owen Owen Coventry—Water Penetration
B.E.A. Alterations to West Block Annexe Roof—London Heathrow
Grand Buildings—Trafalgar Square
New Hospital at Fulham—Research & Radiotherapy Workshop

Newsletters
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But this isn’t the end as Objectors might think,
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tracks.
Following a recent decision by Government the
road project at Tutong has been abandoned for
the time being, which is disappointing. However,
the new Airport begins to look exciting as long
lengths of the runway near completion and the
Terminal Buildings and Control Tower take
shape. It is hoped that the first planes will be
landing before the end of 1972 and that the whole
project will be completed not long afterwards.
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come visit from Hong Kong and at the same time
Mr. Buzuk of Murray Ward and Partners
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Brunei again.
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Coomaraswamy and Usha on the recent birth of
their son.
Sadly we hear from Adelaide, Australia, that
Pam and Darryl Murphy’s small son, Rhys,
remains in a coma after twelve months and no
hope is held out for his recovery.
Many expatriates are leaving Brunei as the
various projects are completed. The latest of
these was a truly remarkable building, the
Churchill Memorial. At the cost of £l million
this has been built to commemorate the life and
work of the late Sir Winston Churchill. An 8 ft.tall bronze statue is mounted in front of a
crescent-shaped building which is air conditioned
and houses a library, lecture hall, aquarium and
various permanent exhibitions (some animated
and worked by ‘push-buttons’) of the Second
World War and the life of Sir Winston. Though
slightly incongruous to find such a memorial in
post-colonial days, so many thousands of miles
from Britain, it is no less heartwarming for all
that and reflects the admiration which our
present Sultan’s father felt for Churchill and the
esteem in which he holds Britain at this time and
in the past. Long may it remain so.
BARRY PAGET

P.S. to Brunci Newsletter
When Barry Paget wrote the above newsletter
little did he know that he would be leaving Brunei
for good within a few weeks after 4,- years here.
Mr. Elliott’s phone call to him to get packing and
report to Bangkok as Project Manager on the
Thai Feeder Roads left us all in a dazed state
here. Somehow or other Barry and his wife Beryl
made it on the 24th December and when you
consider that there is only one packing firm in
Brunei and they are some 60 miles away this was
no mean achievement.
We are all very sorry to see Beryl and Barry
leave but it gave us a grand excuse for a com
bined farewell party for the Pagets and Wilsons
and staff Christmas dinner. This was held at
Ang’s hotel on the evening of the 23rd December
well attended by the staff here in Brunei with
their families amounting to fifty in all. The staff
from Temburong came across in their boats or
the one and a half hour journey. It has been some
time since we at Brunei were all gathered under
one roof and a jolly good evening was had by one
and all.
Bringing the news up to date John Eddison is
now installed as CRE at the Airport project with
Paul Christopher as his deputy. Mike Earwaker
accompanied by Rose, returned off leave midJanuary much to the relief of Vic Lawley who was

having difficulty in seeing over the pile of paper
accumulating on his desk.
We welcome Paul Croney and his wife Aliki
who arrived from London at the end of January
on their first overseas posting. A better place for
a first overseas posting would be hard to find for
a young married couple. Paul is carrying on
where Roger Gratwick left off sorting out the
airport drainage problems.
Mohan Das (ex Temburong) returned from
leave in February and was posted to the airport
project.
The closing of the Temburong Roads office was
nicely timed to coincide with the Queen’s visit to
Brunei on the 29th February all the staff moving
to the capital the day before in order to witness
the festivities.
The Queen, Prince Philip and Princess Anne
had a very full day in order to see many of
Brunei’s lovely buildings and meet the people.
The ‘Britaunia’ was the first ship to dock at the
new port (consultants Sir Bruce White Wolf
Barry & Partners) and the royal party must have
been very impressed by the spectacular trip up
the Brunei river in the royal barge to the Kampong
ayer (water village) and capital. This was followed
by being pulled in the royal carriage through the
main street decorated by arches and crowded with
happy people to a reception by the Sultan.
In the afternoon after visiting the Churchill
memorial and opening the new museum a garden
party was held at the British High Commission
where a few (450 in all) of the British community
were able to meet the Queen and the rest of the
royal party in a very relaxed atmosphere. A
banquet was held on the ‘Britannia’ that evening
before sailing.
One of our wives had the honour of being
presented to the Queen, Prince Philip and
Princess Anne at the Sultans palace (Istana Darul
Hana) and received a signed photograph and a
silk scarf with a ‘Britannia’ motif as a souvenir
gift of the occasion.
With this wonderful day over we once more
settled down to work. Mr. Elliott was quick off
the mark to bring us down to earth with his visit
during early March. He was extremely pleased
to see that the Temburong Road project was
completed and must also have been delighted to
see that an airport was fast taking shape. By the
next edition we may even be able to report a
plane has landed but we doubt whether we will
be able to match the spendour of Sir Bruce
White’s first.
Vic LAWLEY
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Glasgow
Perhaps members of the firm who are in
Scotland, as well as members elsewhere, need
reminding that the Scottish Company has been
in existence for more than 9 months. Whilst, like
most offices under new management, we
experienced some degree of section “shuffing”
we have not yet seen the axe fall on any of our
number. Rather, to the contrary, expansion has
resulted and continued employment seems more
probable now that we are flying a Scottish flag.

During the last quarter, the Secretary of State
for Scotland, the Right Honourable Gordon
Campbell opened the Charing Cross Section of
the Inner Ring Road, thus completing the North
and West Flanks. As outlined in the flrms
highway plan for the city of Glasgow, this is one
of the most significant stages in the completion
of the final network. For, with the provision of
this cut-off trench to the west of the central
area, sufficient traffic is being drawn into it to
allow for the future pedestrianisation of some
of the main shopping streets.
As this is one of the first complexes in the
country to provide operating experience it is
worth noting some of the new hazards presented
to the motorists using the multi-lane highway.
Entry and exit are no longer confined to the
nearside lane and in order to assist traffic merging
the 50 m.p.h. speed limit is a necessity. At such
locations a complete lane is normally added or
subtracted from the main alignment and the
destination of each lane is then indicated by
overhead gantry signs, which also carry motor
signalling units for future use, the widest so far
spanning 5 lanes in one direction! Motorists
have to maintain lane discipline upon entry,
expect to be passed on either side and then
occupy their required lane as soon as indicated.
Failure to do this has provided more than one
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member of the firm with the unintentional
experience of leaving the main line with the only
excuse being that lie was in the outside lane!
As for the general impression, the Kingston
Bridge which has been nicknamed “sky-way”
has the reputation of always providing a view
point of the Clyde which displays the many
moods of the city whatever the time of day or
weather. Along the route adjacent development
and planning pf parks and open spaces is pro
viding a pleasant break to the otherwise geo
metric 4 storey orthogonal layout of the former
Glasgow.
With the coming of Spring, the main golfing
season is upon us once more and the ever growing
interest in this vital game is beginning to over
flow! Whilst some members prepared to practice
for the preselection tournament of the British
Open, others have their mind fixed on being
selected to present a challenge for a trophy
particular to SWKP London. Another field of
competition is open to any who can muster 15
bodies able and willing to be disabled! Our first
team’s record of being unbeaten so far has been
achieved by having received only empty challenges
and having been formed, as yet, into nothing
more than a list of names on the notice board!
Nevertheless we are looking forward to our first
game.
“Wow” is presently occupying many minds if
not many hands. A recent survey has revealed no
small increase in the personnel skilled in the art of
sailing and also, we trust, in the art of righting
and bailing! Subject to the changeable conditions
on Loch Lomond and the unpredictable weather
forecasts, there will be plenty of sailing this
summer and a rota of use and misuse will need to
be kept, possibly by the Managing Director.
Mick Arrowsmith, after a short but useful
term, has decided to return to Lancashire and we
are also sorry to lose our friend Bob McKittrick,
who is joining the opposition after five years of
faithful service.
He seems to possess an aptitude for the mud
and rain life but may find that he has to take
more of it this time. We wish them both every
success as engineers and as fathers we offer them
and George Gray our congratulations. Ken
Cantlay was married at Easter and Jackie
Redpath left to become Mrs. Bruce. We welcome
in her place Mrs. Janice Whyte and also Stephen
Aderounmu, who has joined the traffic section.
Harry Mitchell, in the form of a prodigal son
having in the end come to himself, has returned
to join the roads section in the basement.
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Progress continues on various fronts with the
site at Ruthergien, with the design of Renfrew
Motorway Stage I, with the submission of
Brandon Street By-pass to the client for approval,
with the detailed road alignment of Townhead
Stage 11, with looking into the 1975—1980 stage
of the highway plan, and a fiesta of alternative
alignments for the East Flank. For this summer
then our motto will have to be play hard and
work hard!
CLYDESIDER

Kendal
The Westmorland design office is still going
strong having just spent many, many busy
months preparing for the mammoth Public
Inquiry into the A66 Trunk Road proposals in
the Lake District National Park. In fact we had
our heads down so far that, unfortunately, the
editorial demand for the Christmas Number of
the Pontifrzct went by unnoticed. We spent much
effort producing, for the Inquiry, models and
other display material. All members of the office
staff, led by Dilys Collison, helped to make one
model, while another more detailed 1/500 model
of a difficult bridge and interchange site was
made professionally and was well acclaimed. The
work for the Keswick Bypass is nearing comple
tion, but we have to await patiently the decisions
of the Secretary of State on the proposals.
Outside the office we have found we have
become experts in taking soundings in swiftly
flowing Lake District Rivers. On one occasion
at Keswick, we managed to pick about the only
day of the year when it snowed, hailed, thundered
and blew haifa gale as we paddled around on the
river in a canoe.
Our staff was increased during the Inquiry
period by Phil Cotton, fresh from the M6 site.
David Butler is very shortly leaving for Hong
Kong and his place, in running the office, will be
taken by Steve Armitage, also from the M6.
We are sad to have to announce that 337 TPL,
our “veteran” and much travelled Humber has
finally bitten the dust in spite of Frank Alderson’s
continuous love and attention. However BLK
605B soldiers on, although its SWKP Belfast
address still painted clearly on each door
occasionally causes us a little difficulty.

London
Phrases like high risk, low risk, power economy,
five minute warnings etc, bring back painful
memories of the power supply crisis which came

with the miners’ strike in the early part of the
year. The restrictions caused more disruptions
to life at home than at work although the lack
of lifts, on certain days, kept many of us fit with
some unexpected exercise.
Still more fresh in our minds is the rail dispute.
A real test of patience and stamina this one. Due
to the disruptions it was often the case that one
arrived in the office in time for lunch and at
the other end of the rail at home for supper, or
was it early breakfast! But the commuter breed
is very hardy and no doubt having suffered the
miseries of the dispute will dig even deeper into
their pockets to pay for the settlement. Where
will it all end? Mumble! Mumble!
To add to this unsettled period the ‘move
rumours’ continued unabated ranging from the
sublime (to some) to the ridiculous (to most).
Before its disappearance into Hong Kong
harbour the liner Queen Elizabeth was being
strongly tipped as the first ‘floating consultant
office’.
*

*

*

In the face of all these crises life, however,
continues on and we are happy to report that
the De Bell ‘Matrimonial Bureau’ has just
chalked up yet another success in the engage
ment of Paulene Lester, one of our long suffering
telephonists, to Chris Stackhouse, of the Bridges
Section. We send our heartiest congratulations
to Paulene and Chris, as also to Josephine Berry
from Computer Section on her engagement to
Tony Strange. Congratulations also to Peter
Eckert on his marriage to Valerie Walkden,
Lionel Jardine to Drahomira Zakova, Richard
Parker to Gloria Newman, David Horwell to
Dorothy Gillard and Niki Shelley to Gour Gili.
Long life and happiness to them all.
By the time you read these notes David and
Joyce King will have celebrated their silver
wedding and our heartiest congratulations go to
them both.
*

*

*

Your editors have been keeping the stork well
employed: Beryl and Stephen Oliver’s second
daughter arrived at the beginning of April while
Pat and Roland Pilcher were blessed with the
arrival of another son at the end of April.
Roland’s feeling for drama (he has been an actor)
did not desert him on this occasion. Pat’s return
home with their baby was of short duration.
Within 48 hours she was back in hospital but
this time without the baby. He dropped Pontifact
which he was supposed to be guiding to the
printers and was left quite literally holding the
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10-day old baby. With the baby on 4-hourly
feeds, which as he sourly points out leaves you
approximately 3 hours between, his other twin
Sons to get bathed, fed and taken to school,
household shopping, washing and ironing,
hospital visiting, there was little time for sleeping
or contemplating the really important issues
that face our world today! At the end of two
weeks the carefree smile performance put on for
the neighbours became like that of the performer
who has just got the twelfth plate spinning on a
stick but is really losing confidence. Verily, he
remarks, a woman’s work is never done.
*

*

*

*

Vodek Prylinski, not out of the news for long,
has left the London Office bound for East
Malaysia. It was suggested to Vodek (a keen
mobile caravanner) that he should take his
caravan with him touring across Europe and
Asia and ‘ferry’ across from Singapore. He
didn’t think however that the Caravan Club
had any sites in Kota Kinabalu.
*

*

*

Another old face, if she will pardon the
expression, is leaving the London Office. Sheila
Day, who has been with the firm since heaven
knows when controlling superbly the main
switchboard will be sadly missed especially by
the hungry Jelly Totters on the 4th Floor. How
are we to know when the warm weather is here
now. Sheila’s vest, or lack of it, was a far better
indication of likely weather conditions than any
barometer. We shall miss you Sheila.
*

*

*

We hear that Mike Slinn has been awarded
an M.Sc. by Cornell University. Our con
gratulations to him. Mike you may remember
wrote about his experiences in the States in the
last edition of Pontijict.
*

*

*

Mr. Measor has written of Robert Moodie’s
death at the beginning of this edition. We can
add nothing. We were all shaken and saddened
by his sudden death and join in offering our
deepest sympathy to his wife and family.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Finally to those who have taken their summer
holidays our commiserations. To those who have
not we hope the second half of the summer will
change for the better and be warm and sunny.
LONDON LIGHTS

*

We were sorry to note the absence through
illness of Mr. Henry during the Spring. Although
at the time of writing he is still away, we hope to
see him here in the not too distant future.
Meanwhile we wish him a speedy recovery.
*

*

We would like to take this opportunity of
wishing Mr. Measor and Mr. Hawkey a long
and happy retirement. Congratulations to the
new Partners, Mr. Spencer and Mr. McDermott
and to Messrs. Forrest, Fuller, Halls, Hancock,
Innes, James and Sterling on becoming Associates.

*

Congratulations to Mr. G. M. J. Williams on
his election to the Council of the Association of
Consulting Engineers.

Malawi
The last Malawi Newsletter was written by
Alan Bushell some time ago. Alan moved to
Nairobi in December 1971 so we cannot ask him
what he said in it; nor can we read what he said
because there are no vintage copies of Pontifact
here. Therefore beest thou, 0 Reader, wellprepared for dull repetition while we play our

tune.
Since Alan’s departure SWKP forces have
split. The one-man-band that is Ken Locke has
remained in Blantyre to supervise two almostcomplete jobs, while the seat of power has been
transferred to Lilongwe, the site of the New
Capital of Malawi and 200 miles from Blantyre.
The SWKP Lilongwe Rhythm Ensemble,
conducted by Senior Representative David
Newell, comprises soils man Peter Rumsey
(percussion); philosopher wit, Irish gentleman
and New Capital city-centre designer Ken
Caswell (block flute); structures man Tim
Conway (mainly coda practiser—fascinating
bridgework on his double base). When life gets
us down we metamorphose into the SWKP
Roving Glee Club and lift our voices in stirring
two-part versions of those old consultants’
favourites, “Where have all the flyovers gone?”
and, from Liverpool, “There’s no business,
like.” Jenny Jeffereys does the typing and Francis
M lazie converts scribbled sketches into drawings.
Coffee is served and the office is swept by Gideon
and Wilson who, having been reared on the Old
Testament, write psalms to Jenny concerning the
state of the office pantry: “Madam, Utterly are
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Progress continues on various fronts with the
site at Ruthergien, with the design of Renfrew
Motorway Stage I, with the submission of
Brandon Street By-pass to the client for approval,
with the detailed road alignment of Townhead
Stage 11, with looking into the 1975—1980 stage
of the highway plan, and a fiesta of alternative
alignments for the East Flank. For this summer
then our motto will have to be play hard and
work hard!
CLYDESIDER

Kendal
The Westmorland design office is still going
strong having just spent many, many busy
months preparing for the mammoth Public
Inquiry into the A66 Trunk Road proposals in
the Lake District National Park. In fact we had
our heads down so far that, unfortunately, the
editorial demand for the Christmas Number of
the Pontifrzct went by unnoticed. We spent much
effort producing, for the Inquiry, models and
other display material. All members of the office
staff, led by Dilys Collison, helped to make one
model, while another more detailed 1/500 model
of a difficult bridge and interchange site was
made professionally and was well acclaimed. The
work for the Keswick Bypass is nearing comple
tion, but we have to await patiently the decisions
of the Secretary of State on the proposals.
Outside the office we have found we have
become experts in taking soundings in swiftly
flowing Lake District Rivers. On one occasion
at Keswick, we managed to pick about the only
day of the year when it snowed, hailed, thundered
and blew haifa gale as we paddled around on the
river in a canoe.
Our staff was increased during the Inquiry
period by Phil Cotton, fresh from the M6 site.
David Butler is very shortly leaving for Hong
Kong and his place, in running the office, will be
taken by Steve Armitage, also from the M6.
We are sad to have to announce that 337 TPL,
our “veteran” and much travelled Humber has
finally bitten the dust in spite of Frank Alderson’s
continuous love and attention. However BLK
605B soldiers on, although its SWKP Belfast
address still painted clearly on each door
occasionally causes us a little difficulty.

London
Phrases like high risk, low risk, power economy,
five minute warnings etc, bring back painful
memories of the power supply crisis which came

with the miners’ strike in the early part of the
year. The restrictions caused more disruptions
to life at home than at work although the lack
of lifts, on certain days, kept many of us fit with
some unexpected exercise.
Still more fresh in our minds is the rail dispute.
A real test of patience and stamina this one. Due
to the disruptions it was often the case that one
arrived in the office in time for lunch and at
the other end of the rail at home for supper, or
was it early breakfast! But the commuter breed
is very hardy and no doubt having suffered the
miseries of the dispute will dig even deeper into
their pockets to pay for the settlement. Where
will it all end? Mumble! Mumble!
To add to this unsettled period the ‘move
rumours’ continued unabated ranging from the
sublime (to some) to the ridiculous (to most).
Before its disappearance into Hong Kong
harbour the liner Queen Elizabeth was being
strongly tipped as the first ‘floating consultant
office’.
*

*

*

In the face of all these crises life, however,
continues on and we are happy to report that
the De Bell ‘Matrimonial Bureau’ has just
chalked up yet another success in the engage
ment of Paulene Lester, one of our long suffering
telephonists, to Chris Stackhouse, of the Bridges
Section. We send our heartiest congratulations
to Paulene and Chris, as also to Josephine Berry
from Computer Section on her engagement to
Tony Strange. Congratulations also to Peter
Eckert on his marriage to Valerie Walkden,
Lionel Jardine to Drahomira Zakova, Richard
Parker to Gloria Newman, David Horwell to
Dorothy Gillard and Niki Shelley to Gour Gili.
Long life and happiness to them all.
By the time you read these notes David and
Joyce King will have celebrated their silver
wedding and our heartiest congratulations go to
them both.
*

*

*

Your editors have been keeping the stork well
employed: Beryl and Stephen Oliver’s second
daughter arrived at the beginning of April while
Pat and Roland Pilcher were blessed with the
arrival of another son at the end of April.
Roland’s feeling for drama (he has been an actor)
did not desert him on this occasion. Pat’s return
home with their baby was of short duration.
Within 48 hours she was back in hospital but
this time without the baby. He dropped Pontifact
which he was supposed to be guiding to the
printers and was left quite literally holding the
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10-day old baby. With the baby on 4-hourly
feeds, which as he sourly points out leaves you
approximately 3 hours between, his other twin
Sons to get bathed, fed and taken to school,
household shopping, washing and ironing,
hospital visiting, there was little time for sleeping
or contemplating the really important issues
that face our world today! At the end of two
weeks the carefree smile performance put on for
the neighbours became like that of the performer
who has just got the twelfth plate spinning on a
stick but is really losing confidence. Verily, he
remarks, a woman’s work is never done.
*

*

*

*

Vodek Prylinski, not out of the news for long,
has left the London Office bound for East
Malaysia. It was suggested to Vodek (a keen
mobile caravanner) that he should take his
caravan with him touring across Europe and
Asia and ‘ferry’ across from Singapore. He
didn’t think however that the Caravan Club
had any sites in Kota Kinabalu.
*

*

*

Another old face, if she will pardon the
expression, is leaving the London Office. Sheila
Day, who has been with the firm since heaven
knows when controlling superbly the main
switchboard will be sadly missed especially by
the hungry Jelly Totters on the 4th Floor. How
are we to know when the warm weather is here
now. Sheila’s vest, or lack of it, was a far better
indication of likely weather conditions than any
barometer. We shall miss you Sheila.
*

*

*

We hear that Mike Slinn has been awarded
an M.Sc. by Cornell University. Our con
gratulations to him. Mike you may remember
wrote about his experiences in the States in the
last edition of Pontijict.
*

*

*

Mr. Measor has written of Robert Moodie’s
death at the beginning of this edition. We can
add nothing. We were all shaken and saddened
by his sudden death and join in offering our
deepest sympathy to his wife and family.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Finally to those who have taken their summer
holidays our commiserations. To those who have
not we hope the second half of the summer will
change for the better and be warm and sunny.
LONDON LIGHTS

*

We were sorry to note the absence through
illness of Mr. Henry during the Spring. Although
at the time of writing he is still away, we hope to
see him here in the not too distant future.
Meanwhile we wish him a speedy recovery.
*

*

We would like to take this opportunity of
wishing Mr. Measor and Mr. Hawkey a long
and happy retirement. Congratulations to the
new Partners, Mr. Spencer and Mr. McDermott
and to Messrs. Forrest, Fuller, Halls, Hancock,
Innes, James and Sterling on becoming Associates.

*

Congratulations to Mr. G. M. J. Williams on
his election to the Council of the Association of
Consulting Engineers.

Malawi
The last Malawi Newsletter was written by
Alan Bushell some time ago. Alan moved to
Nairobi in December 1971 so we cannot ask him
what he said in it; nor can we read what he said
because there are no vintage copies of Pontifact
here. Therefore beest thou, 0 Reader, wellprepared for dull repetition while we play our

tune.
Since Alan’s departure SWKP forces have
split. The one-man-band that is Ken Locke has
remained in Blantyre to supervise two almostcomplete jobs, while the seat of power has been
transferred to Lilongwe, the site of the New
Capital of Malawi and 200 miles from Blantyre.
The SWKP Lilongwe Rhythm Ensemble,
conducted by Senior Representative David
Newell, comprises soils man Peter Rumsey
(percussion); philosopher wit, Irish gentleman
and New Capital city-centre designer Ken
Caswell (block flute); structures man Tim
Conway (mainly coda practiser—fascinating
bridgework on his double base). When life gets
us down we metamorphose into the SWKP
Roving Glee Club and lift our voices in stirring
two-part versions of those old consultants’
favourites, “Where have all the flyovers gone?”
and, from Liverpool, “There’s no business,
like.” Jenny Jeffereys does the typing and Francis
M lazie converts scribbled sketches into drawings.
Coffee is served and the office is swept by Gideon
and Wilson who, having been reared on the Old
Testament, write psalms to Jenny concerning the
state of the office pantry: “Madam, Utterly are
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Peter, a newcomer to SWKP, arrived in
Malawi in September last year with his wife
Alison and daughter Clare. Peter’s efforts in the
Lilongwe Dramatic Society led to his playing one
of the title roles in “Babes in the Wood” at
Christmas and Pyramus in “A Midsummer
Night’s Dream” by the sam.e author on St.
Valentine’s Day.
Ken Caswell, with his wife Margaret and
daughter Cuisle, arrived last June, fresh from
the M2 motorway in Ulster and encumbered
with spare shillelaghs. Margaret teaches at the
local school but Ken’s main hobby is predicting
what next will fail in his car before the garage in
town can do it first and save him the worry. He
recently sent the car in to the garage to have the
rubber band that drives the overhead camshaft
replaced—a foive minit job, shor. Back it came,
after three days, with a de-coke, four new valves
and tappets like loose dentures. On site the next
day a temporarily driverless D6, at full revs in
reverse, bore down upon the Caswell chariot.
But before an unbelieving and ecstatic Ken
could run home to read his insurance policy, a
tree stump caused the D6 to swerve and miss the
car by a foot; the D6 rattled harmlessly across
the main road and stalled in a ditch leaving an
old and grey Ken to mutter, “Sure, I’d never have
this trouble at home”. Indeed he wouldn’t.
The Conways arrived in December after a
protracted journey from Brunei which took them
through Singapore, Amsterdam, London, Bristol,
Antrim, Gerrards Cross, Paris and the books of
two contractors but not in that order. (As I am
writing this, I should like to take the liberty of
wishing Selamat han raya tengah tahun to
CBP, MCE, JEM, HTMl, WJM, Veronica, Haji,
Untong, Lee and all other SWKP worthies in
Brunei. If the Editors censor this I shall resign).
Invited to a New Year’s Eve dance at the Lilongwe
Hotel by the Rumseys, the Conways won the
Elimination Spot Prize (a fire extinguisher and
six cans of flyspray) despite the fact that the band
knew only six tunes and despite the fact that,
because the judges were blind or corruptible,
elimination took nearly an hour to complete,
and despite the fact that the Newells were
blowing an unbelievably continuous and raucous
barrage of raspberries from their ringside seats.
Other prizewinners include Anne (2nd), Mary
Anne (3rd) and Richard Newell (1st) in different
classes at the Lilongwe Agricultural Society
Exhibition. David contents himself with watching
birds and constructing incredibly collapsible
table tennis tables with invisible dead spots.

The Newells, who arrived in Malawi in June
1971 after a hasty withdrawal from Bangla Desh,
suffered the only reportable misfortune when
their house was broken into one night in February
and Anne’s cameras, some money and an assort
ment of personal possessions were stolen. Anne’s
photography has earned her praise from many
people and we all sympathise with her over her
loss and hope that she will soon be churning out
masterpieces again.
Malaria has struck us heavily: Peter Rumsey
got it once in the legs, then again in the eyeballs;
it stapped David Newell in the vitals; and Ken
Caswell, although not admitting anything, has
been seen ruminately massaging his teeth.
Workwise, the most interesting event occurred
in February when David Newell stepped off the
podium for a week and let guest conductor (and
Partner) Pat Vulliamy lead the Ensemble. We
were most pleased to welcome Mr. and Mrs.
Vulliamy here and we hope that their stay was an
enjoyable and fruitful one. Anne and David
Newell held a cocktail party to introduce them to
our Client’s biggest cogs, and at the end of the
evening in front of eight witnesses of varying
dependence, Mr. Vulliamy enquired if anyone
was going to write a Malawi Newsletter. Upon
being assured that someone was, he then said
(remember the eight witnesses): “Oh, good. And
while you’re about it you might do one for Lagos
too.” “But, I’ve never been to Lagos, Mr.
Vulliamy”. “Oh that’s all right—none of them
will notice.” So here it is.

Male ri a
Well, quite a lot has happened here since last
time and I expect you’re all agape waiting to hear
the news so I’ll delay no longer but bash straight
on with what promises to be another actionpacked enthralling episode from the saga of Life
in the West and we fully expect to win the
Paragraphs from Pomfrit Prize for ‘littery’ talent
with this our best effort yet so get ready for a
piece of jazzy journalism that will lift the whole
tone of ‘Pontiftict’ into a class by itself and good
luck if you’re still with us at the end because we
really are pulling out all the stops this time.
Well, some people have arrived since last time
and good luck to them and some others have left
ditto and a few poor souls are still here. It’s been
jolly hot and jolly wet and I say this because I’m
one of the souls who didn’t go and I’m still
sweating here and have been since last time and
that gave me ample jolly opportunity to note
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what happened and 1 hope you’re all impressed.
We’ve got a fair bit of work on our hands, a
fairer bit on the ground, a trickle going through
the mill, some wind in the wires, birds in the bush
and we’re all engineering like nobody’s business.
My word it’s hectic, or at least it is for some and
I’m glad I’m not one of them; I reserve that for
those who have just arrived and we’ve had quite
a lot of those lately or have I told you?
Hobbies have been rife as well they might and
one of the chaps found a wombat in his bath the
other night and 1 can’t be fairer than that. He’s
been in extremis for several days and who hasn’t
in his time? At least, I have and I hope you’re all
agog. What actually prompted this gem was those
nasties in Hongkers putting five newsletters in the
last Pumfret and although we haven’t got a Great
Rift we do our little best and I’m jolly impressed
for one and jolly hot for two. So much for
personalities; now for the interesting side and
don’t say I didn’t warn you, to name only several.
Well, we had a poll the other day and everyone
turned up down to the last well-known idiot or
similar approved; and who isn’t? Despite a shade
velocity of heroic size—you always get one at
every party I always say, or so I’ve been told—
there was a good turnout and what a turn-up for
the books that was. The bookies have never had a
better day, at a sight more than a bet a day, and
after we’d all voted on it, whatever it was,
someone won and we all drank to them and with
them and by them and—no, 1 didn’t buy them,
they were on the house. Sorry, I divulge. Actually,
it wasn’t a wombat at all but a dingbat or a
boomsiang or something Greek like that. Any
way, the chap went stark staring—Ooops! ha! ha!
they asked me not to mention that.
It is interesting isn’t it?
Socially it’s been a whirl and I’ve felt more like
a tap or top or—, anyway it’s been very liquid and
never have so many tanked-up so fully on dif
ferent octanes and personally I was disgusted
some of the time. When asked about it, and
really that’s something you can’t avoid, 23 % said
yes, they would, 5% said that they ginuinely didn’t
hiccuped and the
know, 42% already had,
rest weren’t sure whose table they were under,
poor clots, so they’ve been sacked. Half of them
weren’t ours anyway.
We had a visit from this high-ranking chap
from Blight or somewhere and a right garlic that
was with half of us not there to meet him—well,
you can’t be too slow getting into tropical kit.
When we finally got to the airport or dock thing
we had a re-count and there were three of him

4%

and we’re not frightfully good at that sort of
thing so we crept back to our loofahs and tried
again the next day when he’d reduced to two so
that was all right. He had a good time and we
really sent him spinning round the offices and
sites and where he went to I don’t know but only
one came back and I told the others but they
wouldn’t listen. So, I thought I’d put it in here in
case his wives are worried, poor old bags. We
still haven’t found him, unless he was that
wombat. it’s s difficult in the rain.
Personally I wouldn’t have missed this for all
the teeth in China, whoever they are, and then it
turned out he wasn’t one of ours either and I was
all for sacking him but the others wouldn’t listen
again and if I’d known he was only here to flog
crowns I wouldn’t have tried in the first place.
Ku BLAT KHAN

Well, that should give you some idea of what’s
happened in Nigeria; and if you see a newsletter
signed by those Lagos chaps, Mr. Vulliamy,
ignore it. This one is in code and it’s genuine.

Nigeria
It’s a long time since Nigeria figured in the
Newsletter pages of Pontifact, so perhaps a few
notes on the country itself will not be out of
place. Nigeria is roughly rhomboidal in shape,
being about 750 miles from East to West and
around 600 from North to South, an area
approximating both in size and shape to Spain
and Portugal combined. Its latitude runs from
4° to I4°N. and its longitude from 2° to 15°E.
It is bounded by Dahomey on the West; the
Niger Republic on the North; and includes part
of Lake Chad at the North East corner, with the
Cameroon forming the eastern boundary. The
interior is split three ways, East, West and North,
by the main river systems of the Niger and the
Benue, which join at Lokoja, some 250 miles
from the coast, and discharge
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Peter, a newcomer to SWKP, arrived in
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Alison and daughter Clare. Peter’s efforts in the
Lilongwe Dramatic Society led to his playing one
of the title roles in “Babes in the Wood” at
Christmas and Pyramus in “A Midsummer
Night’s Dream” by the sam.e author on St.
Valentine’s Day.
Ken Caswell, with his wife Margaret and
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the M2 motorway in Ulster and encumbered
with spare shillelaghs. Margaret teaches at the
local school but Ken’s main hobby is predicting
what next will fail in his car before the garage in
town can do it first and save him the worry. He
recently sent the car in to the garage to have the
rubber band that drives the overhead camshaft
replaced—a foive minit job, shor. Back it came,
after three days, with a de-coke, four new valves
and tappets like loose dentures. On site the next
day a temporarily driverless D6, at full revs in
reverse, bore down upon the Caswell chariot.
But before an unbelieving and ecstatic Ken
could run home to read his insurance policy, a
tree stump caused the D6 to swerve and miss the
car by a foot; the D6 rattled harmlessly across
the main road and stalled in a ditch leaving an
old and grey Ken to mutter, “Sure, I’d never have
this trouble at home”. Indeed he wouldn’t.
The Conways arrived in December after a
protracted journey from Brunei which took them
through Singapore, Amsterdam, London, Bristol,
Antrim, Gerrards Cross, Paris and the books of
two contractors but not in that order. (As I am
writing this, I should like to take the liberty of
wishing Selamat han raya tengah tahun to
CBP, MCE, JEM, HTMl, WJM, Veronica, Haji,
Untong, Lee and all other SWKP worthies in
Brunei. If the Editors censor this I shall resign).
Invited to a New Year’s Eve dance at the Lilongwe
Hotel by the Rumseys, the Conways won the
Elimination Spot Prize (a fire extinguisher and
six cans of flyspray) despite the fact that the band
knew only six tunes and despite the fact that,
because the judges were blind or corruptible,
elimination took nearly an hour to complete,
and despite the fact that the Newells were
blowing an unbelievably continuous and raucous
barrage of raspberries from their ringside seats.
Other prizewinners include Anne (2nd), Mary
Anne (3rd) and Richard Newell (1st) in different
classes at the Lilongwe Agricultural Society
Exhibition. David contents himself with watching
birds and constructing incredibly collapsible
table tennis tables with invisible dead spots.

The Newells, who arrived in Malawi in June
1971 after a hasty withdrawal from Bangla Desh,
suffered the only reportable misfortune when
their house was broken into one night in February
and Anne’s cameras, some money and an assort
ment of personal possessions were stolen. Anne’s
photography has earned her praise from many
people and we all sympathise with her over her
loss and hope that she will soon be churning out
masterpieces again.
Malaria has struck us heavily: Peter Rumsey
got it once in the legs, then again in the eyeballs;
it stapped David Newell in the vitals; and Ken
Caswell, although not admitting anything, has
been seen ruminately massaging his teeth.
Workwise, the most interesting event occurred
in February when David Newell stepped off the
podium for a week and let guest conductor (and
Partner) Pat Vulliamy lead the Ensemble. We
were most pleased to welcome Mr. and Mrs.
Vulliamy here and we hope that their stay was an
enjoyable and fruitful one. Anne and David
Newell held a cocktail party to introduce them to
our Client’s biggest cogs, and at the end of the
evening in front of eight witnesses of varying
dependence, Mr. Vulliamy enquired if anyone
was going to write a Malawi Newsletter. Upon
being assured that someone was, he then said
(remember the eight witnesses): “Oh, good. And
while you’re about it you might do one for Lagos
too.” “But, I’ve never been to Lagos, Mr.
Vulliamy”. “Oh that’s all right—none of them
will notice.” So here it is.

Male ri a
Well, quite a lot has happened here since last
time and I expect you’re all agape waiting to hear
the news so I’ll delay no longer but bash straight
on with what promises to be another actionpacked enthralling episode from the saga of Life
in the West and we fully expect to win the
Paragraphs from Pomfrit Prize for ‘littery’ talent
with this our best effort yet so get ready for a
piece of jazzy journalism that will lift the whole
tone of ‘Pontiftict’ into a class by itself and good
luck if you’re still with us at the end because we
really are pulling out all the stops this time.
Well, some people have arrived since last time
and good luck to them and some others have left
ditto and a few poor souls are still here. It’s been
jolly hot and jolly wet and I say this because I’m
one of the souls who didn’t go and I’m still
sweating here and have been since last time and
that gave me ample jolly opportunity to note
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what happened and 1 hope you’re all impressed.
We’ve got a fair bit of work on our hands, a
fairer bit on the ground, a trickle going through
the mill, some wind in the wires, birds in the bush
and we’re all engineering like nobody’s business.
My word it’s hectic, or at least it is for some and
I’m glad I’m not one of them; I reserve that for
those who have just arrived and we’ve had quite
a lot of those lately or have I told you?
Hobbies have been rife as well they might and
one of the chaps found a wombat in his bath the
other night and 1 can’t be fairer than that. He’s
been in extremis for several days and who hasn’t
in his time? At least, I have and I hope you’re all
agog. What actually prompted this gem was those
nasties in Hongkers putting five newsletters in the
last Pumfret and although we haven’t got a Great
Rift we do our little best and I’m jolly impressed
for one and jolly hot for two. So much for
personalities; now for the interesting side and
don’t say I didn’t warn you, to name only several.
Well, we had a poll the other day and everyone
turned up down to the last well-known idiot or
similar approved; and who isn’t? Despite a shade
velocity of heroic size—you always get one at
every party I always say, or so I’ve been told—
there was a good turnout and what a turn-up for
the books that was. The bookies have never had a
better day, at a sight more than a bet a day, and
after we’d all voted on it, whatever it was,
someone won and we all drank to them and with
them and by them and—no, 1 didn’t buy them,
they were on the house. Sorry, I divulge. Actually,
it wasn’t a wombat at all but a dingbat or a
boomsiang or something Greek like that. Any
way, the chap went stark staring—Ooops! ha! ha!
they asked me not to mention that.
It is interesting isn’t it?
Socially it’s been a whirl and I’ve felt more like
a tap or top or—, anyway it’s been very liquid and
never have so many tanked-up so fully on dif
ferent octanes and personally I was disgusted
some of the time. When asked about it, and
really that’s something you can’t avoid, 23 % said
yes, they would, 5% said that they ginuinely didn’t
hiccuped and the
know, 42% already had,
rest weren’t sure whose table they were under,
poor clots, so they’ve been sacked. Half of them
weren’t ours anyway.
We had a visit from this high-ranking chap
from Blight or somewhere and a right garlic that
was with half of us not there to meet him—well,
you can’t be too slow getting into tropical kit.
When we finally got to the airport or dock thing
we had a re-count and there were three of him

4%

and we’re not frightfully good at that sort of
thing so we crept back to our loofahs and tried
again the next day when he’d reduced to two so
that was all right. He had a good time and we
really sent him spinning round the offices and
sites and where he went to I don’t know but only
one came back and I told the others but they
wouldn’t listen. So, I thought I’d put it in here in
case his wives are worried, poor old bags. We
still haven’t found him, unless he was that
wombat. it’s s difficult in the rain.
Personally I wouldn’t have missed this for all
the teeth in China, whoever they are, and then it
turned out he wasn’t one of ours either and I was
all for sacking him but the others wouldn’t listen
again and if I’d known he was only here to flog
crowns I wouldn’t have tried in the first place.
Ku BLAT KHAN

Well, that should give you some idea of what’s
happened in Nigeria; and if you see a newsletter
signed by those Lagos chaps, Mr. Vulliamy,
ignore it. This one is in code and it’s genuine.

Nigeria
It’s a long time since Nigeria figured in the
Newsletter pages of Pontifact, so perhaps a few
notes on the country itself will not be out of
place. Nigeria is roughly rhomboidal in shape,
being about 750 miles from East to West and
around 600 from North to South, an area
approximating both in size and shape to Spain
and Portugal combined. Its latitude runs from
4° to I4°N. and its longitude from 2° to 15°E.
It is bounded by Dahomey on the West; the
Niger Republic on the North; and includes part
of Lake Chad at the North East corner, with the
Cameroon forming the eastern boundary. The
interior is split three ways, East, West and North,
by the main river systems of the Niger and the
Benue, which join at Lokoja, some 250 miles
from the coast, and discharge
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with the kind of rain which one associates with
Bengal and Assam. Lagos has usually between
70 and 80 inches, and this tails off from 50 down
to 20 inches in the North. The ground elevation
rises gently from the coast to 2,000 ft., with hills
up to 6,000 ft., in the neighbourhood of Jos.
We have three offices in Nigeria—Lagos,
[badan and Kaduna. The head office is in Lagos,
where Stan Greenland has recently taken over as
Partner-in-Charge from Pat Vulliamy; Pat has
just moved to Nairobi, where he will co-ordinate
the activities of all the African offices. The
principal job in the Lagos area is the Apapa Road
Project, a multi-million pound elevated highway,
serving the Apapa Docks and the surrounding
industrial area. After overcoming many difficul
ties—administrative, technical and financialsince 1967, this project is now well on the way to
completion, which is due in March, 1973. Tom
Vaughan (ex-Glasgow), as Deputy Chief Resident
Engineer for the Federal Ministry of Works and
Housing, heads our team at Apapa, which
includes John Henley, John Lane and Cohn
Harding, the latter both ex-London. Fred Russ
(ex-Pakistan), who was responsible for the smooth
running of the Lagos “adrnin.machine”, returned
to London in March.
Projects now in the pipeline are the Great
Nigeria Insurance Company Building, 20 storeys
high, in Central Lagos; the Apapa Truck
Terminal to hold 600 commercial vehicles; the
new Cathedral of St. James in Ibadan; and some
major urban road improvements in Lagos.

out, partial grade separation, and with gradients
and curves suitable for a design speed of 70 m.p.h,
The route is 66 miles long, on a wholly new
alignment running mainly through tropical rainforest. There are twelve rivers and creeks to
cross, but only one of these, the Ogun, will
require a major bridge, the span being 300 ft. on
a 30° skew alignment.
There are, however, some tricky problems
associated with swamp crossings, where the dryseason water-table is in the surface and there is a
40 to 50 foot depth of peat before one reaches
anything which is at all firm. (At one point we
ran out of Mackintosh Probe rods at 83 ft. 6 in.
and still hadn’t hit bottom).
Ted Purver is Deputy to Stuart McNee for the
Expressway design. Derrick Bew (ex-Kaduna)
is in charge of topographical survey; Gil Thomas
(ex-Enugu) runs the hydrological, economic and
traffic surveys with the help of Daniel Oyewo
and the Drawing Office; Laurie Sayer (ex
Kaduna) and Segun Olawale, together with
Asuquo Uwe (ex-Lagos) assist the writer in the
Soils and Materials Laboratory. We operate
from two houses on the [badan Ring Road, one
of which,though it has a top storey, lacks a roof.
(This we have been promised before the next
rainy season starts).
The city of Ibadan started as a military camp
in 1829, which makes it 10 years younger than
Singapore. Its initial purpose was to provide a
stronghold and rallying point from which the
Yoruba could resist the southward drive of the

SWKP Office, Ibadan.

Soils and Materials Laboratory, Ibadan.

The Ibadan office is newly established, having
been opened early in 1971 with Stuart McNee
(ex-M.6) in charge. Our main activity is the
design of the Lagos/Ibadan Expressway, the first
West African highway to be designed to Motor
way standards, with twin carriageways through-

Fulani, already well-established at Ilorin, 100
miles to the North. Sited on a ridge of hills,
Ibadan provided a readily defendable position.
It developed as a walled town of large residential
compounds, initially peopled by refugees from
the various towns of the old Oyo kingdom. As a
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result, the pattern of development is unique for a
city of over a million inhabitants, in that the
geographical centre is still residential. The
principal shops, banks and offices are located in
the peripheral area, with the University forming
virtually an independent satellite town.
But our life in lbadan is not solely devoted to
the profession of engineering. The lbadan
Recreation Club has its own golf course, and,
in addition, provides opportunities for tennis,
squash, swimming, snooker, library, dancing and
amateur dramatics. There is also the Race Course
and the Polo Club, whose members enjoy
reciprocal facilities with Hurlingham. There are
several cinemas, and other cultural activities are
organised in connection with the University. Nor
should one forget the unique textile market,
which runs for half a mile down both sides of
Lebanon Street, and reduces the wheeled traffic
flow to a single lane.
In addition to the Expressway Project, we are
assisting the Federal Ministry of Works and
Housing in their programme for the rehabilita
tion and improvement of existing roads. We
provide the design and the services of a Resident
Engineer, while the Ministry provides the super
visory and controlling staff for the construction.
On this basis reconstruction is currently in hand
between Lagos and Ode-Remo, a distance of
40 miles, on the A.l road which connects Lagos
with Ibadan, for which Tom Raikes (ex-Jordan)
is the R.E.; Kola Adeyemo (ex-Lagos) is the
R.E. for the rehabilitation of 33 miles of the A.9,
being the section from Lagos to Ewekoro; from
Ibadan northward 33 miles to Oyo, John Alade
is the R.E.; while David Lockhart (ex-Maiduguri)
is R.E. for the 66 miles from Oyo to Ilorin.
In Kaduna, Mervyn Johnston is temporarily
occupying the seat vacated by Stan Greenland.
It is understood that he needed little persuasion
—perhaps he had a premonition about the coal
miners’ strike and power cuts!
Mervyn, with Graham Butt (Senior Soils
Engineer), Mike Clapham (Roads Engineer) and
Peter Regan are finishing off the UNDP Road
Development Study which has occupied much
of the Kaduna effort for the past 3 years.
The office has also just prepared contracts for
the rehabilitation of 152 miles of Federal Trunk
Road in North-Eastern State. Gordon Frankland
and Steve Hobden from London were engaged
on part of this work. John Emery was also in
Kaduna for a couple of months—Nigeria is an
attractive place particularly during the rigours
of an English winter.
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Ernest Rowand looks after the water supply
department with able assistance from Ganiyu Ojo.
Ganiyu has recently returned to Nigeria from
Holland where he took a Master’s course in
Public Health Engineering at Delft. Works they
are engaged on include the Katsina and Zaria
Water Supply Projects, which should be under
construction soon; additional work on Kaduna
Water Supply; the supervision of construction of
Gusau Water Supply, where Sandy Ross has just
taken up his first appointment with SWKP as
RE—Frank Ward is Inspector of Works; and the
supervision of construction of sundry factory
extensions for a Japanese Textile company in
Kaduna. Two AUA’s, Bayo Adeyeye and Bola
Ogunkoye make up the present senior staff
complement.
Back again to the Expressway. We are pro
posing to cross the River Ogun with a 300 ft.
bridge. Nevertheless, for hydrological purposes,
we need to know the shape of the river bed at the
selected point of crossing. This, of course, is easy.
You just use your echo-sounder.
But, by a regrettable oversight, we seem to
have omitted to bring one out. So back to the
time-honoured system which makes use of a rope
and a graduated rod, pole or perch. Four
hundred feet of best 2” manilla was obtained and
marked out in 10 foot intervals. Marks were set
up on both banks, and stout posts driven to
refusal, A suitable dug-out canoe was hired with
paddler, and the exercise explained to him
through an interpreter.
The rope was attached to the stern of the
canoe; the paddler paddled; and the shore party
paid out the rope. Less than half-way over, it was
only too apparent that the rope was rapidly
becoming water-logged. In spite of his redoubled
efforts to reach the opposite bank, the paddler’s
progress became slower and slower, so that it was
more than possible that the point of no return
would soon be reached. As the rope sank lower,
the bows of the canoe rose higher and higher,
while the shore party watched with fascination
the gradual disappearance of the stern of the
canoe, until, accompanied by much shouting, it
sank beneath the surface. All hands to the rope;
and rope, canoe and paddler were safely hauled
ashore.
“By the way, what was it that they were
shouting about in Yoruba while that chap was in
the river?”
“Oh, they just kept saying that he couldn’t
swim.”
RoBIN COLQUHOUN
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with the kind of rain which one associates with
Bengal and Assam. Lagos has usually between
70 and 80 inches, and this tails off from 50 down
to 20 inches in the North. The ground elevation
rises gently from the coast to 2,000 ft., with hills
up to 6,000 ft., in the neighbourhood of Jos.
We have three offices in Nigeria—Lagos,
[badan and Kaduna. The head office is in Lagos,
where Stan Greenland has recently taken over as
Partner-in-Charge from Pat Vulliamy; Pat has
just moved to Nairobi, where he will co-ordinate
the activities of all the African offices. The
principal job in the Lagos area is the Apapa Road
Project, a multi-million pound elevated highway,
serving the Apapa Docks and the surrounding
industrial area. After overcoming many difficul
ties—administrative, technical and financialsince 1967, this project is now well on the way to
completion, which is due in March, 1973. Tom
Vaughan (ex-Glasgow), as Deputy Chief Resident
Engineer for the Federal Ministry of Works and
Housing, heads our team at Apapa, which
includes John Henley, John Lane and Cohn
Harding, the latter both ex-London. Fred Russ
(ex-Pakistan), who was responsible for the smooth
running of the Lagos “adrnin.machine”, returned
to London in March.
Projects now in the pipeline are the Great
Nigeria Insurance Company Building, 20 storeys
high, in Central Lagos; the Apapa Truck
Terminal to hold 600 commercial vehicles; the
new Cathedral of St. James in Ibadan; and some
major urban road improvements in Lagos.

out, partial grade separation, and with gradients
and curves suitable for a design speed of 70 m.p.h,
The route is 66 miles long, on a wholly new
alignment running mainly through tropical rainforest. There are twelve rivers and creeks to
cross, but only one of these, the Ogun, will
require a major bridge, the span being 300 ft. on
a 30° skew alignment.
There are, however, some tricky problems
associated with swamp crossings, where the dryseason water-table is in the surface and there is a
40 to 50 foot depth of peat before one reaches
anything which is at all firm. (At one point we
ran out of Mackintosh Probe rods at 83 ft. 6 in.
and still hadn’t hit bottom).
Ted Purver is Deputy to Stuart McNee for the
Expressway design. Derrick Bew (ex-Kaduna)
is in charge of topographical survey; Gil Thomas
(ex-Enugu) runs the hydrological, economic and
traffic surveys with the help of Daniel Oyewo
and the Drawing Office; Laurie Sayer (ex
Kaduna) and Segun Olawale, together with
Asuquo Uwe (ex-Lagos) assist the writer in the
Soils and Materials Laboratory. We operate
from two houses on the [badan Ring Road, one
of which,though it has a top storey, lacks a roof.
(This we have been promised before the next
rainy season starts).
The city of Ibadan started as a military camp
in 1829, which makes it 10 years younger than
Singapore. Its initial purpose was to provide a
stronghold and rallying point from which the
Yoruba could resist the southward drive of the
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The Ibadan office is newly established, having
been opened early in 1971 with Stuart McNee
(ex-M.6) in charge. Our main activity is the
design of the Lagos/Ibadan Expressway, the first
West African highway to be designed to Motor
way standards, with twin carriageways through-

Fulani, already well-established at Ilorin, 100
miles to the North. Sited on a ridge of hills,
Ibadan provided a readily defendable position.
It developed as a walled town of large residential
compounds, initially peopled by refugees from
the various towns of the old Oyo kingdom. As a
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result, the pattern of development is unique for a
city of over a million inhabitants, in that the
geographical centre is still residential. The
principal shops, banks and offices are located in
the peripheral area, with the University forming
virtually an independent satellite town.
But our life in lbadan is not solely devoted to
the profession of engineering. The lbadan
Recreation Club has its own golf course, and,
in addition, provides opportunities for tennis,
squash, swimming, snooker, library, dancing and
amateur dramatics. There is also the Race Course
and the Polo Club, whose members enjoy
reciprocal facilities with Hurlingham. There are
several cinemas, and other cultural activities are
organised in connection with the University. Nor
should one forget the unique textile market,
which runs for half a mile down both sides of
Lebanon Street, and reduces the wheeled traffic
flow to a single lane.
In addition to the Expressway Project, we are
assisting the Federal Ministry of Works and
Housing in their programme for the rehabilita
tion and improvement of existing roads. We
provide the design and the services of a Resident
Engineer, while the Ministry provides the super
visory and controlling staff for the construction.
On this basis reconstruction is currently in hand
between Lagos and Ode-Remo, a distance of
40 miles, on the A.l road which connects Lagos
with Ibadan, for which Tom Raikes (ex-Jordan)
is the R.E.; Kola Adeyemo (ex-Lagos) is the
R.E. for the rehabilitation of 33 miles of the A.9,
being the section from Lagos to Ewekoro; from
Ibadan northward 33 miles to Oyo, John Alade
is the R.E.; while David Lockhart (ex-Maiduguri)
is R.E. for the 66 miles from Oyo to Ilorin.
In Kaduna, Mervyn Johnston is temporarily
occupying the seat vacated by Stan Greenland.
It is understood that he needed little persuasion
—perhaps he had a premonition about the coal
miners’ strike and power cuts!
Mervyn, with Graham Butt (Senior Soils
Engineer), Mike Clapham (Roads Engineer) and
Peter Regan are finishing off the UNDP Road
Development Study which has occupied much
of the Kaduna effort for the past 3 years.
The office has also just prepared contracts for
the rehabilitation of 152 miles of Federal Trunk
Road in North-Eastern State. Gordon Frankland
and Steve Hobden from London were engaged
on part of this work. John Emery was also in
Kaduna for a couple of months—Nigeria is an
attractive place particularly during the rigours
of an English winter.
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Ernest Rowand looks after the water supply
department with able assistance from Ganiyu Ojo.
Ganiyu has recently returned to Nigeria from
Holland where he took a Master’s course in
Public Health Engineering at Delft. Works they
are engaged on include the Katsina and Zaria
Water Supply Projects, which should be under
construction soon; additional work on Kaduna
Water Supply; the supervision of construction of
Gusau Water Supply, where Sandy Ross has just
taken up his first appointment with SWKP as
RE—Frank Ward is Inspector of Works; and the
supervision of construction of sundry factory
extensions for a Japanese Textile company in
Kaduna. Two AUA’s, Bayo Adeyeye and Bola
Ogunkoye make up the present senior staff
complement.
Back again to the Expressway. We are pro
posing to cross the River Ogun with a 300 ft.
bridge. Nevertheless, for hydrological purposes,
we need to know the shape of the river bed at the
selected point of crossing. This, of course, is easy.
You just use your echo-sounder.
But, by a regrettable oversight, we seem to
have omitted to bring one out. So back to the
time-honoured system which makes use of a rope
and a graduated rod, pole or perch. Four
hundred feet of best 2” manilla was obtained and
marked out in 10 foot intervals. Marks were set
up on both banks, and stout posts driven to
refusal, A suitable dug-out canoe was hired with
paddler, and the exercise explained to him
through an interpreter.
The rope was attached to the stern of the
canoe; the paddler paddled; and the shore party
paid out the rope. Less than half-way over, it was
only too apparent that the rope was rapidly
becoming water-logged. In spite of his redoubled
efforts to reach the opposite bank, the paddler’s
progress became slower and slower, so that it was
more than possible that the point of no return
would soon be reached. As the rope sank lower,
the bows of the canoe rose higher and higher,
while the shore party watched with fascination
the gradual disappearance of the stern of the
canoe, until, accompanied by much shouting, it
sank beneath the surface. All hands to the rope;
and rope, canoe and paddler were safely hauled
ashore.
“By the way, what was it that they were
shouting about in Yoruba while that chap was in
the river?”
“Oh, they just kept saying that he couldn’t
swim.”
RoBIN COLQUHOUN
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Northern Ireland
This report on our activities since Christmas
is being drafted in the dark, both in a literal
and in a figurative sense. The Westminster
initiative was announced, followed immediately
and predictably by the two-day majority strike
which effectively brought the Province to a
standstill and cut off electricity supplies for
long periods. There is earnest conjecture
regarding what now lies ahead with a wide
range of alternatives being suggested, from UDI
to form a northern Malta with bases for the
highest bidder from either side of the Iron
Curtain, to complete integration in a United
Kingdom becoming increasingly exasperated
with their fellow citizens.
Our little group contains all the various
shadings which makes for some lively lunch
time discussion (indeed this newsletter will
probably produce another!) Fortunately these
exchanges of views have not yet resulted in any
rupture of relations or childish refusal to talk to
each other as has occurred on the lower political
plane. This reinforces the general feeling, no
doubt common to all countries, that if we could
just rid ourselves of the politicians all would be
well. This is probably too simple an answer but
there is the strong suspicion that they are the
proper candidates for internment, preferably in
some Long Kesh which can be set adrift to float
eternally through space.
Obviously some drastic action was needed and
it is to be hoped that the shock of recent events
will bring everyone in this country to their
senses, otherwise this could all too easily by our
last news letter to you.
in spite of everything, however, work con
tinues with the main effort being concentrated on
completing documents to enable tenders for our
final Contract to be invited in May.
With the end of the Maintenance Period in our
first Contract, full details of the Contractor’s
Claims have now been made available and we
shall watch the Engineer closely to ensure that
all those weary hours of argument were not
entirely in vain.
Work on site is largely concentrated on Shanes
Viaduct which progresses steadily towards
completion. Traffic is now using part of the
motorway beyond the Viaduct on a temporary
basis while the remaining excavation at the
extreme western end is removed. This Contract
is well ahead of schedule but awaits completion
of the bridge before it can be brought into use.

We have lost two further staff members in the
persons of John Molloy from Contract 412 and
Paul Wilson from 413C, John leaving on comple
tion of the maintenance period and Paul to start
work with consultants in South Africa.
We have commenced work on the two bridges
under the railway at Templepatrick which form
part of our final motorway contract and have
transferred Alan Brown and Jim Briggs to look
after their supervision. Our numbers are now
quite small and will require to be augmented
later in the year as the final six miles gets under
way. In this connection as so often in the past, we
extend an invitation to our friends in England
who may fancy site life (with one or two other
excitements thrown in) to come and join us. It
may indeed prove necessary to staff the job
entirely from the mainland if all those who are
looking both for a change of scene and work on a
different aspect of our profession are accom
modated in their wishes.
Looking back over this every short letter I am
struck by the way in which the situation has now
to a large extent intruded but regrettably this a
true reflection of our daily lives and has become
a major factor in all our activities. The light at
the end of the tunnel still continues to elude us
and in fact there are signs that the tunnel is
becoming even darker. In the immortal words of
Reggie Maudling, “Steward, bring me a large
Scotch!”
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this year has been notably poor in this respect,
and the ponds and smaller lakes freeze hard
enough for skating for as long as 3 months. The
main peculiarity of the local weather is the Föhn
(pronounced ‘Fern’), a warm dry South wind
off the Alps which gives the true Bavarian a
headache, curable only by beer (or so they say).
In fact it brings beautiful clear days to this area
when the rest of the country is cold and blanketed
with fog.
The main relaxations in the summer are
swimming in and sailing on the Starnberger See.
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can be compensated by the specially strengthened
local brews with names such as Salvator,
Triumphator, Optimator, etc.
1972 is, of course, Olympic year and most of
the world is expected to be here. Miracles of
engineering are being achieved, apparently
without regard for cost. The rate of escalation
makes Concorde look quite deflationary. Munich
is in addition gaining Underground railways,
constructed largely by cut-and-cover, and ex
tensive new road systems. An end to the appar
ently crazy system of road diversions is, one

P1aising Ravine Bridge
(Joint Project)

TERRY MCDOWELL

Starn berg
After a mere two years of exploration SWKP
joined the Common Market slightly ahead of
Mr. Heath with the formation of Grube-Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick GmbH und Co KG, (it must
be made clear that attempts to formulate brief
official titles were repulsed by the legal advisers),
known more familiarly as Grube-Scott. The new
firm is now established in the former Grube
offices in Starnberg.
I was asked in the first instance to give some
first impressions but would not like to give
undue emphasis to the cold and wet, including
snow (in October) which greeted my arrival.
The weather is a subject for conversation here as
much as anywhere else but with the emphasis
more on the temperature. In summer the Starn
berger See is supposed to be warm enough for
swimming, even for those spoilt by tropical
experience. In winter skiing is supposed to be
possible even at quite low altitudes, although

Hans J. Grube is a sailing enthusiast, competing
in regattas as far apart as Hyeres on the Mediter
ranean and the German Trias Championships
at Travemunde on the Baltic. In winter, every
body either skis or skates; the Alps are within an
hour of Starnberg, traffic permitting, but, as
everywhere else, driving at holiday times can be
more difficult. Munich, in addition to its famous
brewing industry, is a centre of the arts, theatres,
opera houses, concert halls, museums and art
galleries. The brewing industry comes into its
own at the annual festivals, Oktoberfest (in
September) and Fasching, before Lent. During
Lent itself any discomfort arising from fasting

hopes, in sight. As a footnote it should be said
that tickets for the games are about as easy to
come by here as medals—either a visit to Thos.
Cook or a seat by the television might be more
hopeful than a speculative journey to Munich.
The international character of the new firm
has already been well and truly emphasised with
projects tackled involving 4 continents, 3 lan
guages and 3 different systems of units. For any
in London who might not yet be fully ‘decimal
minded’, it might give some small degree of
comfort to say that the impact of ‘Imperial
Units’ on the decimal brain is far more para
lysing.
PETER INNES
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to form a northern Malta with bases for the
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Kingdom becoming increasingly exasperated
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Our little group contains all the various
shadings which makes for some lively lunch
time discussion (indeed this newsletter will
probably produce another!) Fortunately these
exchanges of views have not yet resulted in any
rupture of relations or childish refusal to talk to
each other as has occurred on the lower political
plane. This reinforces the general feeling, no
doubt common to all countries, that if we could
just rid ourselves of the politicians all would be
well. This is probably too simple an answer but
there is the strong suspicion that they are the
proper candidates for internment, preferably in
some Long Kesh which can be set adrift to float
eternally through space.
Obviously some drastic action was needed and
it is to be hoped that the shock of recent events
will bring everyone in this country to their
senses, otherwise this could all too easily by our
last news letter to you.
in spite of everything, however, work con
tinues with the main effort being concentrated on
completing documents to enable tenders for our
final Contract to be invited in May.
With the end of the Maintenance Period in our
first Contract, full details of the Contractor’s
Claims have now been made available and we
shall watch the Engineer closely to ensure that
all those weary hours of argument were not
entirely in vain.
Work on site is largely concentrated on Shanes
Viaduct which progresses steadily towards
completion. Traffic is now using part of the
motorway beyond the Viaduct on a temporary
basis while the remaining excavation at the
extreme western end is removed. This Contract
is well ahead of schedule but awaits completion
of the bridge before it can be brought into use.

We have lost two further staff members in the
persons of John Molloy from Contract 412 and
Paul Wilson from 413C, John leaving on comple
tion of the maintenance period and Paul to start
work with consultants in South Africa.
We have commenced work on the two bridges
under the railway at Templepatrick which form
part of our final motorway contract and have
transferred Alan Brown and Jim Briggs to look
after their supervision. Our numbers are now
quite small and will require to be augmented
later in the year as the final six miles gets under
way. In this connection as so often in the past, we
extend an invitation to our friends in England
who may fancy site life (with one or two other
excitements thrown in) to come and join us. It
may indeed prove necessary to staff the job
entirely from the mainland if all those who are
looking both for a change of scene and work on a
different aspect of our profession are accom
modated in their wishes.
Looking back over this every short letter I am
struck by the way in which the situation has now
to a large extent intruded but regrettably this a
true reflection of our daily lives and has become
a major factor in all our activities. The light at
the end of the tunnel still continues to elude us
and in fact there are signs that the tunnel is
becoming even darker. In the immortal words of
Reggie Maudling, “Steward, bring me a large
Scotch!”
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enough for skating for as long as 3 months. The
main peculiarity of the local weather is the Föhn
(pronounced ‘Fern’), a warm dry South wind
off the Alps which gives the true Bavarian a
headache, curable only by beer (or so they say).
In fact it brings beautiful clear days to this area
when the rest of the country is cold and blanketed
with fog.
The main relaxations in the summer are
swimming in and sailing on the Starnberger See.
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can be compensated by the specially strengthened
local brews with names such as Salvator,
Triumphator, Optimator, etc.
1972 is, of course, Olympic year and most of
the world is expected to be here. Miracles of
engineering are being achieved, apparently
without regard for cost. The rate of escalation
makes Concorde look quite deflationary. Munich
is in addition gaining Underground railways,
constructed largely by cut-and-cover, and ex
tensive new road systems. An end to the appar
ently crazy system of road diversions is, one
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Starn berg
After a mere two years of exploration SWKP
joined the Common Market slightly ahead of
Mr. Heath with the formation of Grube-Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick GmbH und Co KG, (it must
be made clear that attempts to formulate brief
official titles were repulsed by the legal advisers),
known more familiarly as Grube-Scott. The new
firm is now established in the former Grube
offices in Starnberg.
I was asked in the first instance to give some
first impressions but would not like to give
undue emphasis to the cold and wet, including
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Staff Notes
New Appointments
London Office
F. J. Allard
R. C. Cressy
M. J. Daigleish
J. C. Davies (on secondment from Fitzpatrick & Sons (Contractors) Ltd.
J. Davis
J. M. Franklin
J. F. Grey
G. W. R. Haigh
K. K. H. Lau
Mrs. 1. Letch
D. F. Lofty
Mrs. D. Robens
M. W. Stefanski
Miss P. Stephenson
Miss L. M. Tallack
K. J. Taylor
H. S. Thomas
Miss 0. A. Vaughan
Miss C. Weinstein

Scottish Company, Glasgo it’ Office
S. E. Aderounmu
C. D. Barclay
K. G. Cantlay
H. J. M. Mitchell (rejoined)
Miss E. J. Sinclair
Mrs. J. M. Whyte
Site
G. Heaney—Realignment of Mill Street, Rutherglen
Miss F. L. G. Walker—Realignment of Mill Street, Rutherglen

Overseas
T. P. Conway—A.E.(C) Lilongwe Office, Malawi (rejoined)
R. R. Parsons—A.E.(C) Ibadan Office, Nigeria
S. M. Ross—RE. Gusau Water Supply Scheme, Nigeria
K. J. Shakespeare—A.E.(C) Hong Kong Office (rejoined)
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Staff Returning to U.K. from Overseas
H. D. Egerton—London Office (ex Nairobi Office, Kenya)
T. E. Farrand—R.E. Torrington Weir Site (ex Mutrah Sea Road, Oman)
G. L. Frankland—London Office (ex Kaduna Office, Nigeria)

Movements of Staff Overseas
P. G. Berry—RE. Sultan’s Armed Forces H.Q., Risail, Oman (ex Cyprus)
D. R. Butler—S.A.F. Hong Kong Office (ex Kendal)
A. Calzetti—Roads Engineer, Kaduna Office (ex Ghana)
P. Croney—A.R.E. Brunei Airport (ex London)
K. B. C. Jeremiah—A.R.E. Mutrah Sea Road (ex London)
M. J. Le Gouais—A.E.(C) Nairobi Office, Kenya (ex London)
G. H. Little—A.E.(C)
Swdy of Substitution of Labour for Equipment in India, Nepal and Indonesia
(ex M6)
W. J. Murray—A.E. Kong Kong Office (ex Brunei Airport)
T. J. Ottway—joined the Hong Kong Firm as member of Thai Feeder Roads Team (ex London)
C. B. Paget—Project Engineer Thai Feeder Roads Team, Bangkok (ex Brunei Office)
M. B. Shalders—Senior Roads Engineer, Ibadan Office (ex London)
J. Taylor—RE. Moni Power Station, Cyprus (ex London)
G. F. Trigg—R.E. English Language Centre, Bangkok (ex London)

Movements of Staff in U.K.
D. R. Allan
S. M. Armitage
G. D. Baillie
R. A. Ballard...
J. Brown
J. M. Bunting
M. P. Chester
G. H. French..,
G. D. Gosling
R. M. Hockiri
M. G. H. Stevens
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...
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...

...
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From
Glasgow Office
M6
Woodside LI
Secondment to Costains
Glasgow Office
Bloomsbury Car Park
Secondment to Costains
London Office
Secondment to Tarmac
London Office
London Office
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...
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To
Rutherglen
London/Kendal Office
Rutherglen
London Office
Ruthergien
London Office
Hull College of Art
Secondment to McAlpines
London Office
Secondment to Tarmac
B.E.A. Engineering Base

Since the last issue of “Pontifict” the following have been elected to Membership status of the
Institution of Civil Engineers:—
J. K. H. Chau (London Office)
P. B. Clark (London Office)
P. E. Eckert (London Office)
G. Gray (Glasgow Office)
R. H. Kingston (London Office)
J. P. McCafferty (Glasgow Office)
P. D. Smith (London Office)
P. F. Whatling (London Office)
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Weddings
Mr. and

Mrs.

Gaiy Ailden

A happy ending to an office romance took place
on June 3rd at 4.0 p.m. when Elizabeth Wilson
was married to Gary AIlden at St. Mary’s Parish
Church, Hendon.
Our Dizzy Lizzie’ emerged as a beautiful bride
wearing a full length Edwardian styled suzette
dress edged in lace with matching hat and
carrying a bouquet of yellow roses, white
gladioli and lily of the valley intertwined with
white ribbon.
She was attended by three bridesmaids, two
wearing long apple green dresses and white hats
and one wearing a white broderie anglaise dress.
The bridesmaids all carried posies of sweet peas.
The best man was Laurie AlIden (groom’s
brother) and the chauffeur was Bob Daws (JET’s
Section).
The reception was held at the Cheshir Hall,
Hendon and was attended by 80 guests. A very
enjoyable time was had by all at the reception
which progressed into a party during the evening
when more guests arrived.
The newlyweds left for their honeymoon in
Scotland in a rather disguised’ Cortina amidst
a flurry of confetti and cheers.

Mr. and Mrs. Melvyn Nyrnan
In glorious sunshine, on the 17th May, 1972,
Carmela Weinstein was married to Melvyn
Nyman at St. John’s Wood Liberal Synagogue.
The bride wore a traditional white satin gown
with tudor head-dress and carried a bouquet of
orchids, stephanotis and lily of the valley.
The three bridesmaids were dressed in pale
lavender. The reception for 200 guests was held
at the Grosvenor Rooms.
The couple then departed for their honeymoon
to Palma, Majorca.
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Club Notes
Cricket
At the time of writing there is warm sunshine
pouring through the window and as I look out I
can see blue replacing the grey that has for so
long covered the sky. In the suburbs one can
again detect the sweet smell of fresh mown grass
and flowers are appearing in the garden. Aroused
by this springtime warmth, the firm’s cricketing
fraternity are awakening from their winter
hibernation and excitement grows at the expecta
tion of again visiting such famous places as
Lords, The Oval, Edgbaston and Long Ditton.
Our fixture list is virtually complete and the old
hands in the firm will no doubt recognise our
opponents, and will be as certain as I am that
there are some tough battles ahead. Ron
Chapman has agreed to continue in his capacity
as Captain and I am sure you will all want to
join me in wishing him the best of luck for the
coming season.
For newcomers, I should like to explain that
our matches are played at Long Ditton and that

the evening matches are limited to twenty overs
batting for each team. For these matches skill,
although of course useful, is not essential, and all
lovers of the game are welcome to take part. For
the afternoon game against the Nyasaland
Leopards however we do try and field the
strongest eleven possible. The highlight of the
season is the President’s Match in which two
teams from within the firm play each other. Our
President and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Hawkey,
invite all members of the staff to bring their
families or girl/boy friends along to watch the
match, and upon its completion to attend a
summer social in the Clubhouse. Renowned for
its strawberry tarts, this has proved to be a
popular evening in the past, and I urge you to
keep that particular evening free in order to
attend.
In the meantime, anyone wishing for further
information can contact me in Room 421. It
only remains to wish you all a very enjoyable
season.
D. HITCHINGS

Cricket Fixture List for 1972
Date

Tune

Wed. 24th May
Wed. 31st May

5.30
5.30
5.30
5.00
5.30
2.00
5.30
5.30
5.30
5.30
5.30
5.30

Wed.
Fri.
Wed.
Fri.
Wed.
Wed.
Wed.
Wed.
Wed.
Wed.

7th June
23rd June
28th June
7th July
12th July
19th July
26th July
2nd August
9th August
16th August

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Opponeizi

Venue

Practice Match
Travers Morgan & Partners
Richard Costain
President’s Match
Long Ditton XI
Nyasaland Leopards
Gollins Melvin Ward & Partners
Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners
Charing Cross Hospital
Howard Humphreys XI
Binnie & Partners

Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton
Long Ditton

To

BF

ARRANGFD
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Ccimera Club

Club would therefore be grateful if all prints in
future competitions were mounted on lightweight
card.

The Pontifact Camera Club has had another
busy year. The series of lunchtime slide shows
given by members of the staff has continued with
a seemingly inexhaustible supply of interesting
material, and there has been no need to hire
slides or film. This year we have taken Canada
and the United States of America as the central
theme, but shows on other subjects have been
included.
The speakers have been:—
“Botswana and Back”—Zac Matthews
“Western American Holiday”—John Swift
“Thailand, Land of Smiles”—Terry Ottway
“The M6 Motorway—One year later”—W. M.
Hopkins
“Man and His World”—Mike Slinn
(a vivid description of life in the University
town of Cornell)
“From Coast to Coast”—Richard Hawkins
(a view of the North American scene 10 years
ago)
“That Place, Rhodesia”—Lionel Jardine
“Gypsy at Larg&’—Vodek Prylinski
(travels in Central Europe, in particular
Poland)
Brian Lake gave us a movie show on his tour
of America, and has established a precedent for
the Firms other movie enthusiasts.
Between visits abroad Steve Hobden fitted in
an excellent series of lunchtime demonstrations
on Developing, Printing and Spotting. He
produced a wide variety of developing tanks,
including one made specifically for the Press,
which enables a film to be developed in the
cassette.
The Competitions held by the Club have been
generally well supported, and the prize winners
in this season’s competitions being:—
Black and White Competition:
Open: 1st Prize: Steve Hobden
2nd Prize: Terry Ottway
3rd Prize: Tony Williams
Reflections:
1st Prize: Alan Lamb
Colour Print Open:
1st Prize: Lionel Jardine
2nd Prize: Jim Ambridge
3rd Prize: Steve Hobden
The prize winning entries of both competitions
were displayed in the 6th and 4th floor reception
areas, but it was found that the weight of normal
card used for mounting photographs were in
general too heavy for the magnetic strips. The

Photographic competitions arranged for the
coming season are as follows:
1. ‘Bernard Ranger’ Colour Slide competition
Subjects—Fun and Games
—Churches
—Open
Closing date for entries—9th October, 1972.
2. (a) Black and White Print competition for
beginners
Subject —Open
(b) Black and White Print competition for all
Subjects—Open
—Still Life
Closing date for entries—23rd October, 1972.
3. Colour Slide competition
Subjects—Open
—Xmas
Closing date for entries—22nd January, 1973.
4. Black and White Print competition
Subjects—Open
—Portraits
Closing date for entries—I2th February, 1973.
5. Colour Print competition
Subject —Open
Closing date for entries—5th March, 1973.
6. Colour Slide informal competition
Subject —Open
Closing date and judging of entries—lith
April, 1973.
DAVID SMITH

Darts
Steadily climbing the charts for the ‘Top of the
Shots’ are the entrants for the new Inter-Section
Darts Championship.
Although they are aiming for the ‘disc’ every
lunchtime at the Dart Centre in the Soils
Laboratory, their eyes are set on the coveted
‘Hawkey’ Trophy.
This is clearly indicated by the numerical
strength of the entries. Amongst the 84 appli
cants, it is both surprising and pleasing that
twelve ladies will be ‘toeing the line’.
Also adding to the Democratic theme of the
Championship is the support from Associate
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Engineers Gordon Forrest and Ken Tnnes whose
respective partners are Senior Engineers John
Stamper and Derek Verran.
At the moment, the representatives from
Bridges, the lads of Admin and that up and
coming group ‘Rom Bowbeiski and the Roadmen’ appear to be offering the strongest challenge.
But, of course, they haven’t as yet clashed with
‘The Ladies’. Such names as Maureen Beadle,
Liz Wilson, Shiela Dray, Pauline Lister, Janet
Cardoza and Olivia McDonald may well prove
that ‘Women’s Lib’ is for real!
It can now be revealed that The Hawkey
Trophy will in fact be a Shield. It has been chosen
personally by the generous donor who has
ensured that the design has adequate provision
for the holders to have their names engraved,
recording details of their success.
On behalf of the many S.W.K.P. Darts
enthusiasts, the Darts Committee express sincere
thanks to their President for his generosity. At
the same time the entire section add their warmest
good wishes to Mr. and Mrs. Hawkey for a most
happy retirement.
Finally, it is pleasing for us all to know that
competition for this trophy over many future
years will preserve that spirit of goodwill indica
tive of our President and his Lady who have done
so much towards the promotion and preservation
of sports and social activities throughout Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners.
TED Cox,
Hon. Secretary.

Golf
After what seems an everlasting winter the
“swinging” season is upon us once again.
I trust those who remain of last season’s team
representatives; six of the eighteen having
resigned from the Firm (not the team!); and any
golfing newcomers to the Firm are busy “regroov
ing” for they have a fine list of fixtures to get their
teeth into.
The matches so far arranged are below.

Still to be arranged are the matches against
Sir William Halcrow & Partners and Mott Hay &
Anderson.
Those of you who enjoy a walk on the Surrey
Downs interrupted by making a few score golf
shots (or a few gross as ability allows) should
note the date of the “Measor Mashie” competi
tion. Likewise the overseas golfers should
remember the closing date for the “Pontifact
Putter” competition, score cards to arrive in
London office not later than 19th June.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish
Mr. Measor and Mr. Hawkey, both ardent
supporters of sporting activities within the Firm,
a long and happy retirement.
GRAHAM WALKER

May at Tyrells Wood G.C.
May at Wilderness G.C.
June at Betchworth Park G.C.
June at R.A.C. Club, Epsom
July at Cuddington G.C.
Sept. at Tyrells Wood G.C.
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Squash Notes
Position Played
Result
N. Finn
T.Keefe...
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Totals
PIWL
14 6+ 7+
6
3
3
12 5
7
6 4
2
3,i, 3,
7
6
1
5
3
0
3
6
0
6
1
1
0
7
2
5
1
0
1
1
0
1

Squash
An advert recently placed in the ‘popular’ civil
engineering press went as follows: “Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick & Partners, Consulting Civil and
Structural Squash Players, would like to hear
from Chartered Squash players interested in
squash (and overseas work)”; the advert con
tinues in a similar vein, mentioning S.W.K.P’s.
experience in road design, water supply, squash
matches, etc., and states that “All replies will be
acknowledged and applicants will be invited for a
squash trial and interview as and when the team
place for which they are suitable falls vacant”.
It was most unfortunate that a similar advert
was not placed last year, because several of our
best players left at the beginning of the season;
although David Farthing returns soon from his
year on holiday, he will undoubtedly be softened
by the subtler pleasures of marriage and may
possibly be incapable of lasting a tough 45
minutes on court.
The results of our endeavours this year are
shown overleaf; there, reduced to stark black
figures, lie the sweat, the toil, and oh yes, the
blood, of a season fraught with colourful
incident!

Golf Fixtures for 1972
9th
16th
14th
29th
13th
20th

SUMMER,

v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners
Higgs & Hill
Preece, Cardew & Rider
The Measor Mashie
Binnie & Partners
Richard Costain

A quick glance at the table reveals our greatest
strength (or weakness); namely, the variety of
players upon whom we were able (or compelled!)
to call in time of trouble. Almost every squash
player in the firm had a game. Five people
played at number 3, six people at number 4 and
no less than seven played 5th string.
For the second year running, Geoff ‘Dance like
a fairy, sting like a bee’ French emerges with the
best record, (though Mike Owen remained
unbeaten throughout his one match); if Froggy
could only devote more time to his squash, and
less to crushing opponents and friends, he may
well retain his place next year.
One can safely pass over the appalling retro
grade performance of the Secretary, without any
comment; as for that poor unfortunate, Terry
Keefe, he at last succumbed to the great illness
which has long threatened to overwhelm him,
and was able to play in only a few matches.
Dick Brown said lie would prefer to forget this
season’s performance; a statement of engaging
modesty from this ‘grand old man’ of squash; he
and his walking stick have been the mainstay of
the team this year, and would doubtless have won
more games if he could get over his habit (formed
of decades playing the game) of looking down his
toffee nose at his green opponents.
Chris Wright had several useful games before
evading military service by going to Vietnam; as
for our faithful ‘bottom’, who are too numerous
to mention here, the sight of these fresh young
faces going so calmly to meet their fate often
brought the tears to my eyes.
Now down to the nitty gritty; at the time of

writing the Cementation Cup League is un
decided, though we ourselves will probably
finish about 10th, on the shady side of respect
able. Arups, Howard Humphreys, Haicrows and
Gibbs are all in with a chance (the last three were
respectively 12th, 11th and 10th last year
showing the see-saw of form). it was unfortunate
that we had so few courts, because all those who
played in the team could have used a lot more
practice. But that’s a fact of London squash life!
On behalf of Scott Wilson’s squash fraternity,
I’d like to thank the Partners, as ever, for their
generous support of the game; thanks also Miss
Lishmund and Orlando for your administrative
help! It only remains to wish Rod Clifton good
luck (he’s secretary next year), and to mention
Roger North, of Planning Section (Extension
265), who asked to be remembered to you all;
his performances on court do not bear revival!
In the writing of this article, the author
acknowledges the help of Miss Ann Thrope;
further information can be extracted (good
planning word!) from her book ‘The Year of the
Fairies’.
NICK FINN

Lawn Tennis
The season opened with a social evening at
Roehampton Club on 4th May; the occasion was
a success in that the rain held off, the tennis was
energetic and quantity of beer and sandwiches
consumed satisfactory. However, it is hoped that
a larger number of people will be able to attend
the two socials planned for later in the season.
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Engineers Gordon Forrest and Ken Tnnes whose
respective partners are Senior Engineers John
Stamper and Derek Verran.
At the moment, the representatives from
Bridges, the lads of Admin and that up and
coming group ‘Rom Bowbeiski and the Roadmen’ appear to be offering the strongest challenge.
But, of course, they haven’t as yet clashed with
‘The Ladies’. Such names as Maureen Beadle,
Liz Wilson, Shiela Dray, Pauline Lister, Janet
Cardoza and Olivia McDonald may well prove
that ‘Women’s Lib’ is for real!
It can now be revealed that The Hawkey
Trophy will in fact be a Shield. It has been chosen
personally by the generous donor who has
ensured that the design has adequate provision
for the holders to have their names engraved,
recording details of their success.
On behalf of the many S.W.K.P. Darts
enthusiasts, the Darts Committee express sincere
thanks to their President for his generosity. At
the same time the entire section add their warmest
good wishes to Mr. and Mrs. Hawkey for a most
happy retirement.
Finally, it is pleasing for us all to know that
competition for this trophy over many future
years will preserve that spirit of goodwill indica
tive of our President and his Lady who have done
so much towards the promotion and preservation
of sports and social activities throughout Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners.
TED Cox,
Hon. Secretary.

Golf
After what seems an everlasting winter the
“swinging” season is upon us once again.
I trust those who remain of last season’s team
representatives; six of the eighteen having
resigned from the Firm (not the team!); and any
golfing newcomers to the Firm are busy “regroov
ing” for they have a fine list of fixtures to get their
teeth into.
The matches so far arranged are below.

Still to be arranged are the matches against
Sir William Halcrow & Partners and Mott Hay &
Anderson.
Those of you who enjoy a walk on the Surrey
Downs interrupted by making a few score golf
shots (or a few gross as ability allows) should
note the date of the “Measor Mashie” competi
tion. Likewise the overseas golfers should
remember the closing date for the “Pontifact
Putter” competition, score cards to arrive in
London office not later than 19th June.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish
Mr. Measor and Mr. Hawkey, both ardent
supporters of sporting activities within the Firm,
a long and happy retirement.
GRAHAM WALKER

May at Tyrells Wood G.C.
May at Wilderness G.C.
June at Betchworth Park G.C.
June at R.A.C. Club, Epsom
July at Cuddington G.C.
Sept. at Tyrells Wood G.C.
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Squash Notes
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Squash
An advert recently placed in the ‘popular’ civil
engineering press went as follows: “Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick & Partners, Consulting Civil and
Structural Squash Players, would like to hear
from Chartered Squash players interested in
squash (and overseas work)”; the advert con
tinues in a similar vein, mentioning S.W.K.P’s.
experience in road design, water supply, squash
matches, etc., and states that “All replies will be
acknowledged and applicants will be invited for a
squash trial and interview as and when the team
place for which they are suitable falls vacant”.
It was most unfortunate that a similar advert
was not placed last year, because several of our
best players left at the beginning of the season;
although David Farthing returns soon from his
year on holiday, he will undoubtedly be softened
by the subtler pleasures of marriage and may
possibly be incapable of lasting a tough 45
minutes on court.
The results of our endeavours this year are
shown overleaf; there, reduced to stark black
figures, lie the sweat, the toil, and oh yes, the
blood, of a season fraught with colourful
incident!

Golf Fixtures for 1972
9th
16th
14th
29th
13th
20th

SUMMER,

v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners
Higgs & Hill
Preece, Cardew & Rider
The Measor Mashie
Binnie & Partners
Richard Costain

A quick glance at the table reveals our greatest
strength (or weakness); namely, the variety of
players upon whom we were able (or compelled!)
to call in time of trouble. Almost every squash
player in the firm had a game. Five people
played at number 3, six people at number 4 and
no less than seven played 5th string.
For the second year running, Geoff ‘Dance like
a fairy, sting like a bee’ French emerges with the
best record, (though Mike Owen remained
unbeaten throughout his one match); if Froggy
could only devote more time to his squash, and
less to crushing opponents and friends, he may
well retain his place next year.
One can safely pass over the appalling retro
grade performance of the Secretary, without any
comment; as for that poor unfortunate, Terry
Keefe, he at last succumbed to the great illness
which has long threatened to overwhelm him,
and was able to play in only a few matches.
Dick Brown said lie would prefer to forget this
season’s performance; a statement of engaging
modesty from this ‘grand old man’ of squash; he
and his walking stick have been the mainstay of
the team this year, and would doubtless have won
more games if he could get over his habit (formed
of decades playing the game) of looking down his
toffee nose at his green opponents.
Chris Wright had several useful games before
evading military service by going to Vietnam; as
for our faithful ‘bottom’, who are too numerous
to mention here, the sight of these fresh young
faces going so calmly to meet their fate often
brought the tears to my eyes.
Now down to the nitty gritty; at the time of

writing the Cementation Cup League is un
decided, though we ourselves will probably
finish about 10th, on the shady side of respect
able. Arups, Howard Humphreys, Haicrows and
Gibbs are all in with a chance (the last three were
respectively 12th, 11th and 10th last year
showing the see-saw of form). it was unfortunate
that we had so few courts, because all those who
played in the team could have used a lot more
practice. But that’s a fact of London squash life!
On behalf of Scott Wilson’s squash fraternity,
I’d like to thank the Partners, as ever, for their
generous support of the game; thanks also Miss
Lishmund and Orlando for your administrative
help! It only remains to wish Rod Clifton good
luck (he’s secretary next year), and to mention
Roger North, of Planning Section (Extension
265), who asked to be remembered to you all;
his performances on court do not bear revival!
In the writing of this article, the author
acknowledges the help of Miss Ann Thrope;
further information can be extracted (good
planning word!) from her book ‘The Year of the
Fairies’.
NICK FINN

Lawn Tennis
The season opened with a social evening at
Roehampton Club on 4th May; the occasion was
a success in that the rain held off, the tennis was
energetic and quantity of beer and sandwiches
consumed satisfactory. However, it is hoped that
a larger number of people will be able to attend
the two socials planned for later in the season.
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Lawn Tennis Fixture for 1972
May

Thursday 4th
Thursday 11th
Thursday 18th

Social
Sir Robert McAlpine
Sir William Halcrow

Thursday 1st
Tuesday 6th
Thursday 15th
Thursday 29th

Binnie & Partners
Social
Sir William Haicrow
Ove Arup & Partners

Away
Away

July

Thursday 6th
Thursday 13th
Thursday 20th

Binnie & Partners
Sir Robert McAlpine
Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners

Away
Away
Home

August

Thursday 3rd
Thursday 10th
Thursday 31st

Social
Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners
Ove Arup & Partners

Away
Home

June

Above is a provisional list of fixtures for the
season.
The firm ‘courts’ a team of three pairs for
matches; the composition of this will be quite
changeable since few of last years regulars seem
to be around.
As in previous years, registration numbers have
been obtained for booking Maida Vale courts by
telephone. Anyone wishing to play regularly on
Thursdays should contact the secretary so that
the requisite number of courts can be booked.
Booking at most recreation centres round London
can be done up to one week in advance, most of
them requiring the payment of a registration fee
for booking by telephone.
The intersection doubles competition will take
place from about the middle of June onwards.
It was noted from the response to the first
social evening that several ladies in the firm,
while having aspirations to wield a tennis racquet,
feel deterred by the lack of numbers. No doubt
this situation will change as the word of Roehampton’s thrills is spread by those courageous
ladies that attended the first social.
Our thanks go to the partners who have again
kindly agreed to meet the costs of courts during
the season.
A. P. M. L.AMB

Home

occasions during the past season. Nevertheless
think that most people who have attended either
regularly or occasionally will agree that the
sessions have been very enjoyable.
Unfortunately we have been unable to play any
more matches this season other than the one
against Mott, Hay and Anderson which was
reported in the last issue of Pontifact but it is
hoped that this situation can be remedied next
year.
As we look back on the season it is difficult to
believe that we have made the trek over to Swiss
Cottage every week from October to the end of
March, being interrupted only by the Dorchester
and Christmas—even the power cuts in January
didn’t stop us. In fact, we were very lucky and
escaped the black-outs completely, although one
night a spectator, obviously greatly impressed by
our speed, skill and powers of anticipation, was
heard to remark that he didn’t think it would
matter much whether we could see the shuttle or
not, since the result would still be the same.
But to finish on a serious note, regular play has
increased the standard steadily over the past
season and providing the numbers can be
maintained we look forward to an enjoyable and
competitive season next winter.
Once again our thanks to the Partners for their
indulgence and continued support.
DAVE WELLER

Badminton
Once more the lure of site appointments both
home and abroad has depleted our core of
regular Monday Nighters and this has resulted in
rather disappointing attendances on one or two

Home
Home

Soccer Notes
Results since the last Pontifact
v. Sir William Halcrow Won 5—4

(HT 2—I)
Revenge for an early season defeat on the same

SUMMER, 1972
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all-weather pitch, under floodlights. SWKP remember of Sir Alf’s playing days. At inside
borrowed a player from Halcrow to balance forward Nick Finn performed many of the
numbers; the player, although unable to speak sweeping wrist movements that squash and
a word of English, repaid the faith shown in cricket followers have laughed at over the last
him by scoring our first goal, and it was only
two years. Scorers were Stamper (at the 237th
two goals in the last five minutes that saved
attempt), Eckert and Slinn (this time lie scored
Halcrow from a big defeat. The other SWKP
with the right shin).
scorers were Stamper, Davern and an own goal.
i’. Clissold Utd
Won 2—1 (0-0)
I’. Chingstowe Utd
Drawn 1—I (0—0)
The team’s greatest disappointment this season
This was another Thursday night game was definitely ,the cancellation of the match
played under floodlights, notable for a display against Activated Sludge, an unknown quantity
of suicidal goalkeeping by Graerne Cripps to us. As consolation however, we easily de
(departed) and the debut of ace angler and feated our next opposition, a bunch of thugs led
worm-bait chaser extraordinaire Peter Battley.
by one-time SWKP captain Stuart Mawer.
Steve Bowering scored the goal; he said that it Thoroughly demoralised by the sight of Paul
only looked like he was trying to cross the ball.
Disney changing into football gear in the middle
Everyone else said that it looked like lie was try
of Finsbury Park, they capitulated to the brilli
ing to cross the ball. Also playing was Simon
ance of the SWKP goalkeeper who displayed the
who ran up and down the wing during the game depth of his football knowledge by asking if
and up and down inside the pub afterwards.
he was allowed to handle the ball. Clissold
The less said the better.
obligingly missed ‘a number’ of open goals in
v. Travers Morgan
Lost 0—1 (0—0)
the first half and when they did score in the
Geoff Tetlow fell out of bed a little late (a thump second half, an SWKP fightback produced an
heard all over West London), but turned up in equaliser froni one of our substitutes, and then
time for his mud facial treatment. It was a very a winner from ‘I just hit it first time and there it
wet day, and an unfortunate result. A.s Brian
was
Nick Clemson. In the finish Clissold
Clough would say, We-e-e-rl Daeeevid, theyeee were held out by the woodwork and the goal
sco-o-o-red more-a thannnn we-e did. (yawn)
keeper; one shot hit the crossbar and the rebound
I. Tower Hamlets Child Care Dept
Won 3—0
was headed back against the bar from all of six
(1-0)
inches out; another shot was flicked off the line
Geoff French and Peter Eckert were weaving
by the goalkeeper, with the nonchalance of one
magical patterns on the left wing. (Stop weaving who regularly reads the Tinics, completes the
those magical patterns and come and play crossword, smokes B&H, and can take a White
football!) Mike Slinn was bouncing ball and
Horse anywhere. Clissold claimed an equaliser
opponent alike off his shins, and the day was from a penalty, but the match had overrun time.
won. Goals came from French and Eckert, and
v. Clissold Utd Lost 2—S (0—4)
a daisy cutter from Slinn’s left shin that could
Boo, hiss. Two own goals in the first fifteen
have notified its arrival date by second class
minutes, and three injured players conscripted
post. The match won the ‘hospitality of the
into the forward line, and the biggest defeat of
season award for the swimming pool and the the season. A second half revival saw Brian, a
high tea provided. (Note: the award consists of guest player, score, and then Keith Hackney
a return visit by us.)
(crippled by a hard days thinking the previous
v. Gollins Melvin Ward Won 3—I (3—1)
month) aimed a terrific shot into the far right
At halftime, SWKP were leading 3—I with goals
bottom corner of the opposing goal. If you
from Simon (return appearance thankyou sir haven’t guessed, the ball actually went into the
you’re very kind a right toff) and Geoff French
left top corner. Oh Well.
(2). However, a knee injury to Cohn Holmes
The match record for the season reads:
reduced us to ten men (rumours I can do without)
Played 13 Won 8 Drawn I Lost 4 Goals for 37
and there was no further score.
against 30.
i’ Tower Hamlets CCD
Won 3—1 (0—0)
Leading goalscorers are Peter Eckert 7, Geoff
Played at Wormwood Scrubs with a much
French 5, Nick Clemson 3.
changed team from the first encounter between
Forty-two people have played in the thirteen
the teams. Mike Bailey was doing his Gordon
games, and already eight of them have left the
Banks impersonations, whilst at full-back Ron
firm. There’s no room for failure.
Rakusen was putting into practice what he could
P.S.D.
.

.

.‘
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Lawn Tennis Fixture for 1972
May

Thursday 4th
Thursday 11th
Thursday 18th

Social
Sir Robert McAlpine
Sir William Halcrow

Thursday 1st
Tuesday 6th
Thursday 15th
Thursday 29th

Binnie & Partners
Social
Sir William Haicrow
Ove Arup & Partners

Away
Away

July

Thursday 6th
Thursday 13th
Thursday 20th

Binnie & Partners
Sir Robert McAlpine
Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners

Away
Away
Home

August

Thursday 3rd
Thursday 10th
Thursday 31st

Social
Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners
Ove Arup & Partners

Away
Home

June

Above is a provisional list of fixtures for the
season.
The firm ‘courts’ a team of three pairs for
matches; the composition of this will be quite
changeable since few of last years regulars seem
to be around.
As in previous years, registration numbers have
been obtained for booking Maida Vale courts by
telephone. Anyone wishing to play regularly on
Thursdays should contact the secretary so that
the requisite number of courts can be booked.
Booking at most recreation centres round London
can be done up to one week in advance, most of
them requiring the payment of a registration fee
for booking by telephone.
The intersection doubles competition will take
place from about the middle of June onwards.
It was noted from the response to the first
social evening that several ladies in the firm,
while having aspirations to wield a tennis racquet,
feel deterred by the lack of numbers. No doubt
this situation will change as the word of Roehampton’s thrills is spread by those courageous
ladies that attended the first social.
Our thanks go to the partners who have again
kindly agreed to meet the costs of courts during
the season.
A. P. M. L.AMB

Home

occasions during the past season. Nevertheless
think that most people who have attended either
regularly or occasionally will agree that the
sessions have been very enjoyable.
Unfortunately we have been unable to play any
more matches this season other than the one
against Mott, Hay and Anderson which was
reported in the last issue of Pontifact but it is
hoped that this situation can be remedied next
year.
As we look back on the season it is difficult to
believe that we have made the trek over to Swiss
Cottage every week from October to the end of
March, being interrupted only by the Dorchester
and Christmas—even the power cuts in January
didn’t stop us. In fact, we were very lucky and
escaped the black-outs completely, although one
night a spectator, obviously greatly impressed by
our speed, skill and powers of anticipation, was
heard to remark that he didn’t think it would
matter much whether we could see the shuttle or
not, since the result would still be the same.
But to finish on a serious note, regular play has
increased the standard steadily over the past
season and providing the numbers can be
maintained we look forward to an enjoyable and
competitive season next winter.
Once again our thanks to the Partners for their
indulgence and continued support.
DAVE WELLER

Badminton
Once more the lure of site appointments both
home and abroad has depleted our core of
regular Monday Nighters and this has resulted in
rather disappointing attendances on one or two

Home
Home
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Results since the last Pontifact
v. Sir William Halcrow Won 5—4

(HT 2—I)
Revenge for an early season defeat on the same
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all-weather pitch, under floodlights. SWKP remember of Sir Alf’s playing days. At inside
borrowed a player from Halcrow to balance forward Nick Finn performed many of the
numbers; the player, although unable to speak sweeping wrist movements that squash and
a word of English, repaid the faith shown in cricket followers have laughed at over the last
him by scoring our first goal, and it was only
two years. Scorers were Stamper (at the 237th
two goals in the last five minutes that saved
attempt), Eckert and Slinn (this time lie scored
Halcrow from a big defeat. The other SWKP
with the right shin).
scorers were Stamper, Davern and an own goal.
i’. Clissold Utd
Won 2—1 (0-0)
I’. Chingstowe Utd
Drawn 1—I (0—0)
The team’s greatest disappointment this season
This was another Thursday night game was definitely ,the cancellation of the match
played under floodlights, notable for a display against Activated Sludge, an unknown quantity
of suicidal goalkeeping by Graerne Cripps to us. As consolation however, we easily de
(departed) and the debut of ace angler and feated our next opposition, a bunch of thugs led
worm-bait chaser extraordinaire Peter Battley.
by one-time SWKP captain Stuart Mawer.
Steve Bowering scored the goal; he said that it Thoroughly demoralised by the sight of Paul
only looked like he was trying to cross the ball.
Disney changing into football gear in the middle
Everyone else said that it looked like lie was try
of Finsbury Park, they capitulated to the brilli
ing to cross the ball. Also playing was Simon
ance of the SWKP goalkeeper who displayed the
who ran up and down the wing during the game depth of his football knowledge by asking if
and up and down inside the pub afterwards.
he was allowed to handle the ball. Clissold
The less said the better.
obligingly missed ‘a number’ of open goals in
v. Travers Morgan
Lost 0—1 (0—0)
the first half and when they did score in the
Geoff Tetlow fell out of bed a little late (a thump second half, an SWKP fightback produced an
heard all over West London), but turned up in equaliser froni one of our substitutes, and then
time for his mud facial treatment. It was a very a winner from ‘I just hit it first time and there it
wet day, and an unfortunate result. A.s Brian
was
Nick Clemson. In the finish Clissold
Clough would say, We-e-e-rl Daeeevid, theyeee were held out by the woodwork and the goal
sco-o-o-red more-a thannnn we-e did. (yawn)
keeper; one shot hit the crossbar and the rebound
I. Tower Hamlets Child Care Dept
Won 3—0
was headed back against the bar from all of six
(1-0)
inches out; another shot was flicked off the line
Geoff French and Peter Eckert were weaving
by the goalkeeper, with the nonchalance of one
magical patterns on the left wing. (Stop weaving who regularly reads the Tinics, completes the
those magical patterns and come and play crossword, smokes B&H, and can take a White
football!) Mike Slinn was bouncing ball and
Horse anywhere. Clissold claimed an equaliser
opponent alike off his shins, and the day was from a penalty, but the match had overrun time.
won. Goals came from French and Eckert, and
v. Clissold Utd Lost 2—S (0—4)
a daisy cutter from Slinn’s left shin that could
Boo, hiss. Two own goals in the first fifteen
have notified its arrival date by second class
minutes, and three injured players conscripted
post. The match won the ‘hospitality of the
into the forward line, and the biggest defeat of
season award for the swimming pool and the the season. A second half revival saw Brian, a
high tea provided. (Note: the award consists of guest player, score, and then Keith Hackney
a return visit by us.)
(crippled by a hard days thinking the previous
v. Gollins Melvin Ward Won 3—I (3—1)
month) aimed a terrific shot into the far right
At halftime, SWKP were leading 3—I with goals
bottom corner of the opposing goal. If you
from Simon (return appearance thankyou sir haven’t guessed, the ball actually went into the
you’re very kind a right toff) and Geoff French
left top corner. Oh Well.
(2). However, a knee injury to Cohn Holmes
The match record for the season reads:
reduced us to ten men (rumours I can do without)
Played 13 Won 8 Drawn I Lost 4 Goals for 37
and there was no further score.
against 30.
i’ Tower Hamlets CCD
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P.S.D.
.
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by TiVally Grainger

with the usual giant multi-storey
buildings that form the normal diet of
our structural sections there was recently
mixed a job of a different size, a miniature but
with all the complications of its bigger brothers.
In June 1969, we were informed by the New
Zealand High Commission that a Pouihi (Maori
term for Pole of recognition) was planned to be
erected in the foyer of New Zealand House in
the Haymarket. This was to be over 50 ft. high
when erected with canoe prows (winglike
members) projecting from near the top with a
span of 15 ft. The finished diameter of the base
was 3 ft 9 in. and this tapered to a single male
figure at the top.
The carving formed from one enormous
totara tree was to project up through the well of
the foyer and positioned so that the fenestrated
prows would be silhouetted against the great
north window giving them an appearance of
great lightness.
Having been responsible for the design of the
building we were invited to devise a method of
erecting and ensuring the stability of the carving.
Sir Robert Matthew and Johnson-Marshall, the
architects for the original building combined
with us to form the professional team.
The late Inia Te Wiata, the internationally
famous bass, had been since 1963 employing
another of his many talents converting the tree
into a wood carving of great beauty and character

mainly in the traditional Maori style and was
nearing the completion of his work.
In order to transport and to work the tree in
the space available he had cut it into five logs
each between 9 and 10 feet long and weighing
between 10 cwt. and I ton per log.
So as to carve the timber more easily the logs
had been kept in a humid atmosphere with the
floor area bunded and flooded. With the near
completion of the carving the area was dried out
and vertical cracks in the logs already present
started to deepen and develop. It was realised
that with erection in the air-conditioned foyer
of New Zealand House these cracks could
become even more serious. Inia had already
taken action in having mild steel straps made
and clamped on to the end of each log and it
was clear that permanent bands would be neces
sary.
Our first problem was to carry the weight of
the ‘Pouihi’ on the existing structure. The
ground floor slab had not been designed for this
load and strengthening was considered at that
time to be unacceptable since services sus
pended on the underside of the floor were likely
to be seriously affected.
Suspension from the fourth floorwas considered
but this was not possible since it could not carry
the whole of the extra load and plant on the floor
above did not permit strengthening.

The late Inia Te Wiata
points out a detail of his carving to Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother.
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A method was then evolved utilising the
enormous strength of the adjacent lift walls.
The intention was to fix long brackets to the
wall and suspend the carving on a cable passed
down through a central hole in the core to the
bottom of the carving. The bracket fixing was
intended to be at the joint between the fourth
and top logs and in this way the cable would
have been invisible. The bottom of the log
disappeared into a stainless steel cylinder forming
the plinth and this would prevent side sway but
permit vertical movement without loading the
ground floor. However, Inia was not happy about
this solution considering that the heavy bracket
would detract from the beauty of the carving
and this scheme was therefore rejected.
Owing to the depth of carving and the effect
of the deep vertical cracks together with fungus
infection found in the logs some doubt existed
as to whether the logs would in time be able to
support their own weight. The possibility of
using a steel tube inserted for the full length of
the sculpture to carry the weight of each indi
vidual log was considered.
After discussion with the Timber Research &
Development Association it was decided that the
logs could be considered self-supporting and
that the tube would if anything weaken the
structure by virtue of the size of hole required
through the core. It was considered also that
the fungus infection probably dormant for
hundreds of years had restarted when exposed
to favourable humid conditions when carving.
This would cease in the air-conditioned atmos
phere of the building but meantime a clear wood
preservative should be used as a deterrent.
Finally an acceptable solution was found and
this was to pass a 12 mm steel cable vertically
through the carving and to anchor it at ground
and fourth floor levels. This was then tensioned
using a nominal 2-ton jacking force. Three 6 mm
straining wires were attached at an intermediate
joint and fixed to the existing balconies. 2 mm
wires were used to support the prows from the
fourth floor slab.
This solution involved strengthening the
ground floor slab to carry not only the carving
but also at constructional stage the scaffolding
tower weighing some 9 tons. In the initial
condition the floor carried the whole of the load
but after applying the tension force to the cable
the fourth floor supported a proportion of the
weight of the carving which it was able to do
without strengthening.
The ground floor was strengthened by means
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of a pair of steel beams fixed to the main rein
forced concrete frame. Between the new beams
a steel plate was welded and the cable jacked
against this. The whole operation of jacking was
simply carried out from a lorry parked in the
basement garage conveniently situated beneath
the pouihi position.
The sixty-four thousand dollar question then
arose as to whether there existed a vertical line
within the solid core of the carving through
which a cable could be passed. A painstaking
and lengthy survey by David Lyon established
that there was such a line although this passed
through a gap in the top log and also out of
the back of the stooping derni-god at the highest
point. This line was accepted but there remained
the problem of drilling the holes. After much
searching only one firm could be found in the
whole of the U.K. capable of accurately drill
ing a 10 ft. deep hole. In order to achieve this
accuracy it was necessary to rotate the log
around the drill. The work involved trans
porting the logs to Gerrards Cross and in
view of the fact that this was priceless work
of art no attempt was made to insure them
but instead they were protected by an extremely
heavy casing. This was fixed to plates at the end
of the logs and so arranged that it was possible
to drill them without removing the casing. No
difficulties were encountered apart from the
discovery of some fungus infection in the core
which caused some slight deviations from the line
of drilling.
Much thought was given to the joint between
the logs and this was effected by short lengths of
steel tubing to which a steel plate was welded at
mid length and this was inserted as a spigot into
the central hole enlarged for the purpose. Care
had to be taken to avoid a dog-leg appearance
at the joint and having set up the vertical line the
ends of the logs were faced off at right angles to it.
In addition an epoxy mortar was used to bed the
joints so that a rapid plumbing operation could
be made at the erection stage.
It had been intended to sweat the permanent
bands on to the ends of the logs in a similar
manner to that used to fix steel tyres on to cart
wheels. However, the risk of damage to the
carving persuaded us to look for other means.
Fortunately there were two adjacent uncarved
strips at the end of each log, one at the original
log face and the other at the extreme end where
the log had been reduced in thickness to form a
collar. An enormous jubilee clip was used on the
original face of the log and tightened to a point
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where the temporary steel bands could be easily
removed. The jubilee clips were left on during the
preliminary work of drilling but immediately
before erection plain steel bands were driven on
in place of the temporary steel bands and the
jubilee clips removed.
The tragic and untimely death of Inia Te
Wiata happened before he had completed carving
(one prow had not been finished) and this posed the
problem of who should carry out the remainder of
the work or if indeed it should be completed at all.
However, after due consideration had been
given to the importance attached by Inia to both
prows being fenestrated so as to obtain proper
balance it was decided to complete the carving
and the prows were flown back to New Zealand.
The work was carried out by lni&s two sons
working under the supervision of Pin Poutapu,
the master carver who in earlier years was lnia’s
tutor. Some gentle amusement in the best “gone
fishing” tradition was introduced at this stage.
With the New Zealand High Commission staff,
professional team and contractor solemnly fixing
and working to a completion date we were in
formed that no date could be fixed for the com
pletion until the prows were finished and this
would not be possible until “after the eels stopped
running”. After all which man in his right mind
carves when there is fishing to be done? I cannot
help wondering if the carvers were right and the
planners wrong!
In the fullness of time the news came through
of the completion of the prows and an erection
programme was set in motion. With a one off—
first ever—probably last ever construction prob
lem of this sort it was inevitably difficult to fix a
programme that allowed for the extreme care
required when handling a delicate work of art
weighing nearly four tons, together with the
secreDy demanded to prevent premature publicity
and then erecting it in an occupied building with
all the restrictions to normal site noise and access.
Fortunately the professional team had had the
advantage of meeting and knowing Inia Te Wiata
and with the early appointment of Messrs.
Holland, Hannen & Cubitts as general con
tractors two of their craftsmen had been con
tinuously involved in the survey and preparatory
work. Added to this the exceptionally helpful and
patient co-operation of Mr. Finny, Mr. Mitchell
and other members of the New Zealand High
Commission the whole team was in consequence
more in harmony with the problem than is
normally possible.
June 1st was fixed for the official unveiling by
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Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother
and erection started. One big worry for Mr.
Finny was to establish the exact relationship of
each log to the next. The positions of the top and
bottom logs were known but Inia had left no
record of his wishes regarding the other three.
Much work was done in preparing montages to
resolve this problem. In the end the final decision
had to be made as erection proceeded only to
find that 1niahad so shaped the logs as to leave
no doubt about their proper positions.
With the white pentelic marble plinth in place
rising from a floor of the same material the logs
were rapidly assembled and the beauty of the
work as a whole started to reveal itself.
All of the careful thought and planning paid
off in an almost trouble-free assembly Most
delays seemed to be due to T.V. camera teams
with their inevitable retakes including Susan
Stranks of Magpie fame interviewing and causing
great havoc in lost production time. But at last
final inspections and architectural refinements by
Ken Feakes, a last coat of preservative and blessed
completion with two days to spare.
The Firm was well represented at the unveiling
which proved to be unusually interesting and
entertaining. A magnificent Maori group 30
strong sang traditional songs from a mezzanine
balcony. Their theme was varied to suit the
particular activity with a special song of welcome
for Her Majesty and another at the actual un
veiling. Her Majesty was met by Sir Dennis
Blundell, High Commissioner for New Zealand,
and Lady Blundell and Miss Rima Te Wiata,
lnias daughter, presented a bouquet.
The speeches were full of information about
the history and folklore of the Maori people and
Her Majesty replied with obvious depth of know
ledge of the background to the pouihi.
After viewing the carving from the third floor
Her Majesty joined the other guests
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UKAPE gets 262
the autumn of last year a number of
sections were diverted from their normal
pastimes of studying sits. vac., guessing
where the move might take them or just dis
cussing S..X, by being apparently nobbled by
militant unionists. Appearances were slightly
deceptive however and activity was mainly
directed to the effect that the Industrial Relations
Act (affectionately known as the I.R.A.) might
have on the firm. To this end that traditional
body of malcontents, the Senior Engineers,
appointed a small sub-committee to consider the
matter (by the usual method of nominating the
members not present at the meeting) and also
got the permission of the Partners to invite Mr.
K. Peplow, secretary of LJKAPE to talk to them
on the subject.
The net outcome of this investigation resulted
in the conclusion that the Act itself would seem
to have little immediate effect on the firm—
although what effect it will have on the pattern
of life in this country is harder to say and we are
at present experiencing the first of what well
may be a long cycle of clashes between the
protagonists of those who desire to perpetuate
the old order before the Act and those who
intend to revise the structure of interaction
between managers and managed.
As a result of these happenings, the writer
was invited to contribute a note on UKAPE.
Being one who has never knowingly rejected
a good soap-box to harangue the multitude
from and undeterred by knowing no more of
the subject than is contained in the Association’s
hand-out and the various reports in the press, I
hasten to put to you the great benefits to be
derived by joining this organisation, which are
I mean, is
From this list you
well, er
will see that we are faced by the age-old problem
of inertia, that although everyone could name
some aspect of working life that could be
improved, in the main the effort of actually
doing anything is more unpleasant than the
discontent that might be removed, yet without
action no potential benefits are possible.
Engineers—professional engineers—are tradi
tionally a manipulated group of men (male
.

.

.

.

.

.

chauvinism, what about women). We are illesteemed by the public and regarded as unfit to
direct great enterprises—at the time of the Rolls
Royce failure, financial writers blamed the
disaster on the fact that the firm was directed by
engineers. We can only improve this situation
by acting as a body, by making clear the dif
ference between a professional engineer and a
technician or mechanic (it is only in English
language countries that this confusion arises)
by projecting a publicity campaign to gain
acceptance of the part played by our profession
in improving the quality of life—not as the
usual role in which we are cast as insensitive,
unaesthetic wreckers of our heritage. But no
individual can do much to achieve these ends
and until we overcome our traditional laissezfaire attitude no improvement can occur.
Finally, the traditional line of activity of any
trade union—for UKAPE is that, although it
may be (or made to be) more than that. in my
opinion, under the Industrial Relations Act a
great many members of our profession will be
represented by unions quite unrelated to their
interests and be compelled to pay dues to those
unions, even if they are not actually compelled
to join such unions. Consider the position, to
take an obvious example, of engineers in a firm
of contractors—maybe 5% of the work force.
If an agency shop is set up there, what price the
engineers? Before you can say triangulation
co-ordinate they will be paying subs to the
ASW. It may be felt by some that our interest
would best be served by being organised by a
dynamic catalyst of calamity like Jive Clenkins—
that is anyone’s right of opinion. What I will
insist is that it cannot be to any engineer’s
advantage to be a captive member of an industrial
union. Plainly this consideration does not affect
us in this firm, but for such reasons I decided to
join, and hence the title of this piece.
I feel that I should point out that the reason
for Mr. Peplovs speaking only to the Senior
Engineers was only that of logistic convenience.
It was always intended that there might well be
further actions—perhaps these words may
initiate them?
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Kwai Chung
Ground-Breaking Ceremony
NISHIMATSU CONSTRUCTION CO. LTD.
(INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)

HONG KONG BRANCH
Kwai Chung Container Terminal—Berths 2 and 3
Ground Breaking Ceremony
25th February, 1972
Conductor: Mr. I. Ebihara,
Vice-President of
Nishimatsu Construction
Co., Ltd.
Order of Proceeding
I
I
I
I
I
I
1

1
I
1
1

Assembly
(People
Purification by the Conductor
(People
Summoning the presence of the God
Offering of the sacred foods
(People
Address words to the God
Scattering of the offerings
Ground breaking ceremony
By,
Mr. D. C. Bray, District Commissioner, New Territories
Mr. T. Ishizaka, Chairman, Kowloon Container Warehouse Co., Ltd.
Mr. T. Oyama, President, Kowloon Container Warehouse Co., Ltd.
Mr. C. Hiltzheimer, Executive Vice-President, Pacific.
Mr. S. G. Elliott, Partner, Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners.
Mr. S. Sugimoto, President, Nishimatsu Construction Co., Ltd.
Offering of a branch of a sacred tree
(People
Withdrawal the sacred foods
Departure of the God
Closing speech by clients

seated)
stand-up)
seated)

seated)

Brief explanation of proceedings
A Ground Breaking Ceremony in Japan is usually performed in accordance with SHINTO ritual
before the commencement of construction work to worship the God of the locality and to pray
for the safety of persons doing the work.
SHINTO is a religion indigenous to the Japanese soil, therefore many words and terms used in
SHINTO ritual cannot be adequately translated in European languages.
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by acting as a body, by making clear the dif
ference between a professional engineer and a
technician or mechanic (it is only in English
language countries that this confusion arises)
by projecting a publicity campaign to gain
acceptance of the part played by our profession
in improving the quality of life—not as the
usual role in which we are cast as insensitive,
unaesthetic wreckers of our heritage. But no
individual can do much to achieve these ends
and until we overcome our traditional laissezfaire attitude no improvement can occur.
Finally, the traditional line of activity of any
trade union—for UKAPE is that, although it
may be (or made to be) more than that. in my
opinion, under the Industrial Relations Act a
great many members of our profession will be
represented by unions quite unrelated to their
interests and be compelled to pay dues to those
unions, even if they are not actually compelled
to join such unions. Consider the position, to
take an obvious example, of engineers in a firm
of contractors—maybe 5% of the work force.
If an agency shop is set up there, what price the
engineers? Before you can say triangulation
co-ordinate they will be paying subs to the
ASW. It may be felt by some that our interest
would best be served by being organised by a
dynamic catalyst of calamity like Jive Clenkins—
that is anyone’s right of opinion. What I will
insist is that it cannot be to any engineer’s
advantage to be a captive member of an industrial
union. Plainly this consideration does not affect
us in this firm, but for such reasons I decided to
join, and hence the title of this piece.
I feel that I should point out that the reason
for Mr. Peplovs speaking only to the Senior
Engineers was only that of logistic convenience.
It was always intended that there might well be
further actions—perhaps these words may
initiate them?
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Kwai Chung
Ground-Breaking Ceremony
NISHIMATSU CONSTRUCTION CO. LTD.
(INCORPORATED IN JAPAN)

HONG KONG BRANCH
Kwai Chung Container Terminal—Berths 2 and 3
Ground Breaking Ceremony
25th February, 1972
Conductor: Mr. I. Ebihara,
Vice-President of
Nishimatsu Construction
Co., Ltd.
Order of Proceeding
I
I
I
I
I
I
1

1
I
1
1

Assembly
(People
Purification by the Conductor
(People
Summoning the presence of the God
Offering of the sacred foods
(People
Address words to the God
Scattering of the offerings
Ground breaking ceremony
By,
Mr. D. C. Bray, District Commissioner, New Territories
Mr. T. Ishizaka, Chairman, Kowloon Container Warehouse Co., Ltd.
Mr. T. Oyama, President, Kowloon Container Warehouse Co., Ltd.
Mr. C. Hiltzheimer, Executive Vice-President, Pacific.
Mr. S. G. Elliott, Partner, Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners.
Mr. S. Sugimoto, President, Nishimatsu Construction Co., Ltd.
Offering of a branch of a sacred tree
(People
Withdrawal the sacred foods
Departure of the God
Closing speech by clients

seated)
stand-up)
seated)

seated)

Brief explanation of proceedings
A Ground Breaking Ceremony in Japan is usually performed in accordance with SHINTO ritual
before the commencement of construction work to worship the God of the locality and to pray
for the safety of persons doing the work.
SHINTO is a religion indigenous to the Japanese soil, therefore many words and terms used in
SHINTO ritual cannot be adequately translated in European languages.
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However, for the convenience of guests brief explanations of the ceremonies to be performed by
the SHINTO conductor today are outlined below.
Purification: The Conductor purifies the place of the ceremony and the assembled people in order
that the God of the locality can be approached.
Summoning the presence of the God: The Conductor, by the intonation of prayers, summons the
God of the locality to the ceremonial place.
Offering the sacred foods: The Conductor makes food offerings to the God. These offerings generally
consist of rice, sake, fish, vegetables, salt and water.
Prayers to the God: The Conductor offers words of praise to the God and lists the offerings, and
names of the persons originating the ceremony and makes supplication to the God
for the safe and successful construction of the work.
Scattering the offerings: One of the forms of making offering to the God by scattering rice or pieces
of cotton cloth or, the four corners and center of the ceremonial place in honour of
the God of locality, by the Conductor.
Ground breaking ceremony: To be performed by the principal guests and the originators of the
ceremony. These persons, in pairs, dig a small portion of earth with spades and place
it On one side.
Offering a branch of the sacred tree: The Conductor hands over a branch of the sacred tree in turn
to the persons whose name will be announced, for presentation to the God. (Japanese
only).
Departure of the God: The Conductor gives thanks to the God and takes leave of him.

SWKP—The Alternative View
by

come 2u fromtubble yew wunnin
severn a queue! Ennitkem two
pars vat thairwer bums cares,
bertappily no ex plough shuns. Hefery won
gottow tough the bill dingdub all quick though.
Handwork gozun with who’s britch anchor
ndalink (keep a tupboys!); rolley head words
Hedwards at I see hee (sieve awls) a bout kern
trawlerv groaned warter (Are Jay Gee Eno’s
howter password er!) Water bout Shoutin werx
fort return cow loon sludge, anna Kite Ack ere
poor text tension.
Angodd (emdouble you) sed “wheesh awl
maikplannzinn Lestanow, beak oars icon billed
a nempie erthere lichen teas eyed”! Hoonoes,
pure hapse fell tamorboo she? Anmac nmister
erepaweds (spend sir) beak aim part nurse, for
edge annul liver one tid arrest.
Very lee arfamell turnsid “Lettuce plaid arts”
beakers hawkeye’s head hee wood giver Sheiled

Richer

Nat’el

tooth a winus. And toe knee will yams one ten
isscup (whither collieg) force Eckandime run in.
Peed is knee letters teem toadies on are hobbledy
feet. Grey ham war cur drovice gold firs (tee
hee!) tweet andrink (all sew plague off). Bee
holdick browner rows fromise coughing two
player gain further firms quashed him. Butt
enfin (at last) wasserbad numb berwon, all so
teak heave coodented uppers core, anne jeph
was tube is he with rug a handfoot tea footy!
Nour men shun fall in more (secret aryan
bad men tunplair) whom aidee even ingsat
Swiz Caught age sew exide ing. Cansheet
Ipethoe?
N the freakings (rightslinan half a haypinny)
caimbackand ladel the frutzov there null ledge
at thefetovegrategod scot will son. Anner starrin
the yeast oversinger poor (oar churds queer)
shonon struck to a sex shun. An peas rained
overess dub all U.K. pea
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Apologies and Corrections
to the last issue
‘An Intermediate Technology’. By J. J. Gandy
The third paragraph of this article should have read as follows:
‘This situation has led to a search for an intermediate technology which will enable
development work to be carried out at a much lower level than hitherto. The World
Bank, at the urgent request of India, and spurred on by Robert MacNamara, is taking
a leading part and, earlier this year, initiated an important series of studies into the
problem of labour substitution in road construction techniques.’
‘Astrology Resurgent’. By Zach Manhe,i’s
Mr. Matthews is sub-editor of the Astrological Journal, for which the article was
originally written. Missed out was the sub-heading, ‘(Editorial for the Astrological
Journal)’.

Editorial
his issue of Po,,tifvct has been attacked by
more than the usual quota of delays,
primarily due to changes of editorship.
When Roland Pilcher was recalled home because
of his wife’s illness Paul Disney took over only
to be promptly posted to Telford on a survey.
For a while the L.ondon-Telford wires burned
white hot, until the local express parcel post
(John Stamper imitating a mail train) delivered
the skeleton of half edited magazine onto Steve
Oliver’s desk froni whence it achieved its present
form.
Another more general cause of delay, however,
is the way that articles for an issue drift in over a
period of a couple of months after copy date.
The editors have to produce a balanced magazine
from the contributions put forward, and the
magazine waits on there being a sufficient
quantity of material to make it worthwhile.
As a ‘p.s.’ to the above, the editor would like
to thank all those involved for the effort they
have put into this issue, and inform everyone
that the copy date for the next edition, the
‘Christmas Number’ is 1st November. As this
year is the 20th anniversary of the Hong Kong
Office, PoiitiJicf intends to celebrate with a
special issue (Hong Kong Office please note),

and already the editorial board have nobly
offered to be sent to Hong Kong to produce the
issue ‘on the spot’. The Hong Kong Cross Har
bour Tunnel was opened to traffic on 2nd August
by the Governor, Sir Murray MacLehose, one
month ahead of the original contract completion
date. This is quite an achievement in view of the
fact that a year ago the contract was four months
behind schedule, and that more recently the Con
tractor has had to contend with torrential
rain which in three days equalled the average
yearly rainfall in London. Some work remains to
be completed, in particular the sophisticated
electronic toll-collection equipment, and it is
planned that the Tunnel will be formally opened
by Princess Alexandra in October. There will be
full coverage of the event in the next Pontiftict.
The proposed featuring of Hong Kong does
not mean that the rest of the SWKP world is to
be completely neglected, and the editorial
desire for articles, newsletters, cartoons and
photographs from all quarters is just as great
as ever.
Paul Disney
Mavis Johnson
Geoffrey Moore
Stephen Oliver
Roland Pilcher
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Why do I stay
‘What makes you live in England?’ people say
‘Think of the Income Tax you have to pay!
Why don’t you leave—before it is too late—
You still are not too old to emigrate’
do not argue; how can one explain
The reasons one chooses to remain?
But—if I had to answer—what would be
Some of the charms that England holds for me?
Soft outlines, showing through a veil of rain,
Rose-entwined hedges in a country lane,
Daisy-starred lawns of soft green velvet grass,
That slope to rivers, smooth as dark grey glass.
The patchwork-covered landscape everywhere,
Fat blue-grey pigeons in Trafalgar Square,
The differing characteristics of the Shires,
The short square towers, or long thin graceful spires
Of countless small half-hidden country churches,
Chestnuts and oaks, holly and silver birches,
And pennies in October ‘for the Guy’,
The thrill of seeing the Guards go swinging by.
Harrods and Fortnums and the London Clubs,
The friendly warmth and comradeship of Pubs,
The countryside in all its varying shades—
Yellow and gold of autumn; blue glades.
The sound of distant Church bells on the air,
The Cockney humour that is everywhere.
The drunken way old timbered houses lean
Sideways, against each other; and the sheen
When moonlight paints the Thames a greyish-green.
An audience standing for ‘God Save the Queen!’
The blackthorn in spring hedges, and the may
Police, who help a stranger find the way;
Top hats at Ascot, crowded football matches,
Cricket on the village greens; old cottage thatches.
A pair of Brewer’s horses with their dray,
A cup of tea beside an open fire.
These are some things of which I cannot tire;
And put together, they all form a chain
Within those bonds I’m happy to remain.
These unimportant things, which others spurn,
Ensure that—should I leave—I would return
.
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